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ONE DAY . . . almost always, the mind, wandering back to
the past, fixes upon that "one day." One day a word was
heard, a sight witnessed, a person met, an event experi-
enced. Rarely is it "the third of November" ... or the
"fifteenth of April" . . . rarely does remembrance yield so
specific a segment of the crowded past
. .
. the past at once
so clear and yet so softly blurred. Always—almost always
—to the mind reflecting, to the voice reminiscing, it is
i»
_
i ii ii
one day . .
.
ONE DAY . . . not any particular day . . . not a day of so
many consecutive seconds, minutes, hours . . . not a day in
January ... or June. It is that "one day" . . . that vague,
composite day, measured, not in time, but in memories.
This book is "one day" ... it is Fall, Winter, Spring
. . .
all classes are held, all functions attended. Briefly, it is
... if is eight o'clock.
Gathered from Maine to Florida and from as far west as Michigan, bound together by one com-
mon aim to learn, to practice, to further the science of Osteopathy—several hundred persons prepare
to start their day . . . doctors, professors, students, nurses, executives; in classes, clinics, laboratories,
and in the hospital.
It is "one day." It is eight o'clock and beyond the doors in the . . .
Mi
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. . . AUDITORIUM, an ordeal is waiting for some of them. Today, that unannounced, that dread phe-
nomenon—the Freshman anatomy exam—is being held. No warning, no hurried review, no all-night
cramming
. . . suddenly, unexpectedly, it is here . .
.
Something is in the air . . . today is the day . . . there is a hurried, last-minute opening of books
... a final nervous glance at suddenly hazy pages ... an apprehensive scanning of sheets being
handed out.
Others, not Freshmen, breathe a sympathetic sigh of remembrance and pass on, while on the
other side of the corridor, in a corner of the . .
.
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. . . LIBRARY several students hastily pick up their copies of the osteopathic publications just delivered
this morning—"The Journal of the American Osteopathic Association," "The Osteopathic Digest,"
"The Forum of Osteopathy." Still others glance quickly through references before the bell rings, and
continue on their way to classes. Mrs. Bowers, the librarian, assists a nurse in making her daily selection
of books for hospital patients.
Farther along the corridor, an official blue notice left in front of . .
.
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. . . THE COLLEGE OFFICE has advised a student to present himself before Associate Dean Russell C.
Erb . . . a warning of over-cuts? Special tutoring? Hospital night duty? . . . always a feeling of slight
apprehension . . .
In another part of the office, Mr. Floyd Kefford, college and hospital publicity director, dictates
a press release to Miss Elizabeth Becker, his secretary.
At Professor Erb's desk, Miss Katherine Proud takes a memorandum to be delivered to . . .
. . . THE BUSINESS OFFICE across the corridor, where Mr. L. G. Schacterle, Director of Admissions,
holds a conference with Mr. Albert J. Taylor, Superintendent of the Hospital, who has called for
information on a student admitted to the hospital. Mrs. Walter Willis, Mr. Schacterle's secretary, is
taking dictation. The final reports are sent to . . .
. . . DEAN EDGAR HOLDEN'S OFFICE, where at the moment he is discussing a matter of school
policy with Mr. John G. Keck, who is the President of the Board of Trustees of the College. Outside the
office, there is a hum of voices at the end of . .
.
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. . . THE CORRIDOR, where students, turning to go upstairs to classrooms on the floors above, greet
Dr. Dressier, head of the Pathology Department, as he enters the School from the spacious lobby of the
Hospital.
Thus, with the ringing of the first bell, the events and activities of "one day" begin to unfold
. . .
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As the day of classes begins, Dr. William Baldwin, head of the Physiology Department, meets
with his staff—Dr. William C. Weisbecker, Dr. Joseph W. Messey and Dr. Lester W. Kent—to discuss
some phase of the course which is designed to give the student a practical grasp of the close relationship
between structure and function.
Because the didactic lectures alone are not enough, actual practical experiments must be carried
out by the students in the . .
.
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. . . PHYSIOLOGY LABORATORY. Colson Blakeslee, Richard Borman and Wesley Boudette carry our
an experiment on frog muscle and record the results on a kymograph, as Constance Bimler, the fourth
member of the group watches Salvatore Aquilla, Bernard Berry, and William Beirn set up a similar
experiment at the next table. In the meantime Albert Bonier records the results of the last experiment.
In order to understand physiological function, a parallel knowledge of . .
.
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. . . PHYSIOLOGICAL CHEMISTRY is necessary. This department, headed by Associate Dean Russel
C. Erb, stresses the chemistry of the metabolic processes of the body not only under normal conditions,
but especially in regard to the changes occurring during disease.
Professor Kenneth Senior glances over his notes for the coming lecture and Mr. Floyd Kefford
looks on as Professor Erb checks with Mr. Sherman, the laboratory assistant, as to the equipment needed
for the day's experiment in the . .
.
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. . .
CHEMISTRY LABORATORY. Clinical analyses of tissue, milk, blood, urine, feces, and gastric con-
tents are practical phases ol this course. Grouped around the bench doing routine analytical procedures
Milton Carr, Rodney Chase, Bernard Cohen, Robert Delaplaine, David Collier, Seymour Cohen, Martin
Farber, Hubert Brown, Lillian Brose and Hilton Cutler learn to evaluate properly the uses and limitations
of modern clinical laboratory methods.
The chemistry of the living organism is dependent on the underlying structure, the microscopic
aspects of which are studied in . .
.
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HISTOLOGY which is the microscopic study of the anatomy of the normal body.
Directing this
department is Dr. Herbert V. Durkee, who inspects a newly finished set of
mounted microscopic sections
preparatory to distributing them to his associate, Dr. Edwin Cressman
and to staff assistant Dr. William
Reynolds for study today in . . .
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. . . HISTOLOGY LABORATORY. Classroom lectures can only outline the subject which is not really
appreciated by the student until he sees prepared sections of the tissue and studies the intimate struc-
tures of the cells which are the building blocks of the body. Looking up from their microscopes during
the morning laboratory section are William Griffith, Anthony Gagliano, Harold Goldberg, Martin
Goldstein, Judah Gland, Ralph Farrington, Charles Flack, Maurice Goldinger, Morris Fishman and
Herbert Fletman.
Since pathological bacteria alter the structure and function of these cells, the nature and
characteristics of the miscroscopic invaders is studied in the . .
.
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. . . BACTERIOLOGY LABORATORY. In strange contrast to their great ability to invade and destroy
mankind, bacteria depend for their survival on a very delicate balance with their environment. Treat-
ment ol bacterial diseases, therefore, consists to a large extent in stimulating a resistance in the body
which will be unfavorable to continued bacterial growth. Learning to handle properly and identify these
bacteria are: Howard LeBarge, Andrew Kirila, Melvin Katiman, Sidney Kochman, Royal Johnson,
Jerome Kohn, Simon Josephson, Louis Lamsihow, and Joseph LaCavera.
To prevent these microscopic organisms from gaining access to the body following injury, a
thorough knowledge of emergency measures is given in . . .
18
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. . . FIRST AID. Although the course has been given to the freshmen for a number of years, today it has
taken on a new significance and importance. In view of the present national emergency, military aspects
of the course are being increasingly emphasized to train students to handle war casualties and indus-
trial accidents from the war effort. Practicing the use of the triangular bandage are Arthur Snyder,
Jacob Shenker, Eleanor Reese, Stanley Schiowitz, Leopold Salkind, Ernest Talone, and Ray Rocsa,
Artificial respiration is rehearsed by: William Quinlivan, Wilbur Seltzer, Edward Ropulewicz and
Joseph Robie.
Most essential to any one pursuing the healing art, and especially the osteopathic physician, is
a complete knowledge of the construction of the body. Human anatomy is taught by the . . ,
m
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. . . ANATOMY DEPARTMENT. The great Hal of the first and second year is the extended course in
anatomy under the unrelenting drive of Dr. George Rothmeyer, and Dr. Angus Cathie, who here exam-
ine a recently acquired specimen of an articulated skull. Two laboratory prosectors, Dr. Robert Whinney
and Dr. David Cragg, look on with interest. Before advancing to dissection of the human body, an
entire school year is devoted to a didactic review of the course by lecture and . .
.
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. . . ANATOMY SECTION. This morning the students continue the training of their palpatory senses,
coming to know intimately the bones which are the framework of the body and to study the other tissues
from models. An attempt is made, insofar as is possible, to correlate the study of anatomy with clinical
findings, so as to impress upon the student the practical importance of a knowledge of this subject.
Under Dr. Cathie's direction Irving Ontelle, Irvin Pearlstein, Charles Ladowski, Irvin Lebow, James
Mellot, Alexander Pheterson, and Raymond Porzio learn the intricacies of bones.
How these bones and the soft parts of the body deveJop receives more detailed consideration
in the . . .
21
. . . EMBRYOLOGY LABORATORY. Because many conditions- appearing in childhood and adulthood
are traceable to abnormalities in the original formation of the body, Harold Yablin, Walter Willis,
Frederick Wolfram, Vincent Walsh, Stanley Turner, Seymour Ulanski, William Tracey and Theodore
Weinberg, learn embryology by studying charts, models, and serial microscopic sections of the human
organism in various stages of intra-uterine development.
__._j BBH^H
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DISSECTION LABORATORY. Dominating the curriculum of the Sophomore year is anatomy, which
is divided into Dissection Laboratory, Topographical Anatomy—the study of the principal landmarks
of the body, Visceral Anatomy—the art of locating internal organs from known landmarks, and Neuro-
anatomy. An hour and a half after the day begins Anne Blacksmith, Stanley Coltune, Dale Christman,
Lawrence Bailey, Grover Artman, Donald Briner and Morris Cherrey are endeavoring to dissect the
cutaneous nerve supply to the thigh. In accordance with the age-old custom of naming the body they
dissect, they have named this cadaver Ernest, so that they can write home and honestly say they are
working in dead Ernest.
With a working knowledge of anatomy it is an easy step to its practical application in . . .
24
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. . .
PHYSICAL DIAGNOSIS. For the first time the student here examines living subjects—his fellow
students—and practices the methods of diagnosing disease. Here he learns to handle such instruments
as the stethoscope and reflex hammer and, what is even more important, learns to interpret his findings
in terms of clinical entities. Normal and abnormal auscultatory findings are emphasized by Dr. Lutz'
recordings of heart and lung sounds. David Heilig, Albert Fornance, George Hoover, Charles Kaelber,
Jack Freedman, John Finnerty, David Feinschil and Donald Harper examine each other in hopes of
unearthing symptoms of some disease discussed by the . . .
25
. . .
BACTERIOLOGY DEPARTMENT. The inimitable Dr. Joseph Py, head of the department, examines
a cough plate for evidence of bacterial growth as two of his assistants, Doctors Harold Brunner and
Jacob Rapp await his opinion of the diagnosis. In addition to Bacteriology, Dr. Py's department includes
the teaching of Preventive Medicine, Military Medicine, and . . .
.
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. . . SEROLOGY. Today, with the increasing use of biologicals, the student's armamentarium must
include them among his weapons for combatting disease. Anthony Congello, George Elanjian, Louis
Cosmos, Arthur Eshenauer, Raymond Dietz, Joseph Eshelman, Jay Dunn and Melvin Elting are supple-
menting the lecture material by making and testing sample sera. The damage to the body caused by
bacteria is concurrently taught by the . .
.
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. . . PATHOLOGY DEPARTMENT. The thorough grounding in normal structure and function received as
freshmen enables the sophomore student to appreciate the pathological changes due to injury, per-
nicious growth of new cells or tumors, and infectious diseases. Dr. Otterbein Dressier, head of the
department, preliminary to this morning's lecture, inspects a demonstration specimen of uterine carci-
noma in the presence of his assistants: Dr. Boyd Button, Dr. Morton Greenwald, Dr. Lois Schanti, and
Dr. Victor Fisher. The lecture course, which continues through the second, third and fourth years, is
supplemented .by work in the
. . .
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PATHOLOGY LABORATORY. Specimens saved from post mortems and removed from, patients
in surgery form the basis of study for gross pathology. Special emphasis is placed on
correlating the
clinical findings with the pathology present in order to improve the student's ability to make
more
accurate diagnoses. Microscopic pathology is learned, as Robert Leonard. Irving Lempert,
Harold
Newell, Herbert Lipkin, William Nahon, Seymour Kaufman, Paul Lonsinger, and Ellis Miller are
doing,
by supervised examinations of microscopic sections made from pathological tissues.
Believing a knowledge of the contraindications +o drug therapy is as important as a
knowledge
of the indications, osteopathic physicians must know the nature and action of drugs and be able to
use
them, if necessary. This knowledge is gained from the . .
.
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. . . PHARMACOLOGY LABORATORY. Once a drug has been administered all control over its
action is lost, so that an intimate knowledge of the drug's potency must always be present in a
physician's mind when he writes a prescription. By means of experimental analyses George Shearer,
Paul Scherba, Edwin Rossman, Johrt Schall, James Sillaman, Irving Rubin, Robert Saber, and Shirley
Rosenblatt crystallize in their own minds the material covered in to-day's lecture in Pharmacology.
Often the administration and dosage of a drug or biological in a given case, as in certain
thyroid disorders, will depend on the results of a laboratory procedure such as . . .
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. . . BASAL METABOLISM DETERMINATION. In view of the present day realization of the increas-
ing aid in diagnosis and treatment to be derived from accurate and complete laboratory studies,
the student learns to perform and interpret the results of all recognized procedures. Here James
Payson, Edward Parris, Nicholas Oddo, Albert Reibstein, Charles Norton, Harvey Mogul, and Jay
Oberman do a practice determination of a patient's basal metabolic rate.
Laboratory procedures are not only used for diagnostic aids, but also for prophylactic pur-
poses. With the increasing importance of Preventive, and Military Medicine, it is mandatory that
the student be well versed in the science of preventing disease as taught in . .
.
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. . . IMMUNOLOGY LABORATORY. The value of immunological procedures is self-evident in view of
the reduction in infant mortality rate since the introduction into general use of immunization against
small pox, diphtheria, etc. Ivan Cherashore, Sidney Slotlcin, Thomas Kashada, Boyce Swartz, Ralph
Stokes, Charles Steiner, Morris Stein, Willard Sterrett, place a tuberculin patch test for sensitivity to
tuberculosis on Bernard Singer's arm, while Carlton Van Hook receives an intradermal injection of
tuberculin with the same goal in mind. Thus the technique of both methods is learned and the
comparqtive results evaluated.
52
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The day the student begins his Junior Year, he enters into the clinical portion of his
training wherein he will learn to apply the basic knowledge he has gained in the classroom
and the laboratory. An outstanding course of the third and fourth years is surgery, which
is taught in its various phases by the members of the SURGICAL STAFF: Dr. Arthur
Flack, Jr., Dr. Ernest Leuiinger, Dr. Harman Kiser, Dr. Galen Young, Dr. Edward Drew,
Dr. James Eaton, Dr. William Barnhurst, Dr. D. S. B. Pennock, Dr. Carlton Street, and
Dr. Francis Smith.
Surgery is taught by lectures, clinics and in the . .
.
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. . . AMPHITHEATRE. It is another Surgical Clinic morning and the upperclassmen gather here to
become familiar with surgical and operating room techniques by observing operations on clinic patients
and by witnessing unusual and difficult deliveries. In every case the surgeon describes and demon-
strates each step as it is performed. Cecil Harris, Kenneth Adams, Alfred Barlow, John Birch, Daniel
Ford, and Marshall Bernstein are observing o Caesarean section.
A close follow-up of these deliveries will be maintained by other members of the junior class
until the age of twelve under the supervision of the . .
.
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. . .
PEDIATRICS STAFF. Since considerable experience is necessary to obtain proper evaluation
of the physical findings in children, Dr. Ruth Tinley, Dr. Beryl Arbuckle, Dr. William Spaeth, and
Dr. Munro Purse confer over the student doctor's report of a case he has examined. At all times
osteopathic treatment and care distinguishes the management of , and differentiates from others, our
pediatrics clinic.
The junior lecture course is supplemented as often as possible by an illustrative case brought
up from the clinic for a . . .
56
. . . CLASSROOM DEMONSTRATION IN PEDIATRICS. The examining and treating of small children
is an art unto itself, since a sense of cooperation must be developed in the child before any headway
can be made. The response of a child to osteopathic treatment is nothing short of amazing. Department
head Dr. Ruth Tinley here demonstrates a cervical correction on a small recalcitrant patient for Dominic
DeCristo, Ward Donovan, Gordon Henry, William Fisher, and Martin Cassett.
In accordance with the policy of emphasizing a complete history for every patient, laboratory
analyses are done by the student and the results included in the case history file. In the . .
.
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. . .
URINALYSIS LABORATORY, every clinic patient must have a routine urinalysis as soon as
possible after admission. Daily specimens are being examined and analyzed by Joseph Greenberg,
Raymond Hammel, Irving Fishman, and Raymond Goldstein.
Another essential study required on all new patients is performed in the . . .
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. . .
BLOOD LABORATORY. Not only the complete routine blood counts but also special procedures
such as sedimentation rates and venipunctures are performed by the students in this laboratory.
Engaged in various stages of performing blood counts are: Morton Herskowitz, Frank Herzlin, Samuel
Goldberg, Charles Hemmer, and Clyde Henry.
An even more specific diagnostic procedure which must be mastered is the use of
. . .
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. . . ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHY. This method of recording changes in the myocardial tone, function,
and contour is demonstrated to Jack Hirsch, Anne Jendrylt, Ransom Hunt, Robert Higgs, Anthony
Jannelli, and Raymond Israel by Dr. Joseph Root, head of the Clinical Osteopathy Staff. The theory
of electrocardiography is taught in lectures, and the reading and interpretation of the tracings are
studied from actual recordings made on all types of cardiac cases.
Knowledge of the cardiac status of the patient is necessary before giving . . .
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. . .
ANESTHESIA. A lecture course, supplemented by demonstrations and practice, given by Dr.
Francis Smith, head of Anesthesiology, teaches the student the fundamentals and technique of admin-
istering anesthesia and the evaluation of the patient's suitability to receive an anesthetic. Watching
and assisting an intern in giving a general anesthetic are: Na+han Kantor, Harry Katz, Robert Johnson,
Stanley Kietur, and Carl Klein.
Although not a usual procedure, osteopathic mobilization of articulations is sometimes accom-
plished under anesthesia. For the most part, however, as the theory and principles of osteopathy are
learned, their office application is taught by the . .
.
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. . .
DEPARTMENT OF OSTEOPATHIC TECHNIQUE. The manipulative technique of the osteopathic
physician demands long hours of practice to develop the acute palpatory sense on which its applica-
tion and results depend. The fundamental techniques are standardized in principle, but each student
must work out his own technique much as an author develops a style of writing best suited to his
personality and needs. Dr. John Eimerbrink, watched by Dr. Charles Soden, head of the Technique
Department, Dr. David Cragg, Dr. Warren Baldwin, Dr. Theodore Loux, Dr. Ignatius McCormick, Dr.
George Hylander, and Dr. William Tannenbaum, review a basic cervical correction which will be
used by each man of the department in teaching his . .
.
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. . . TECHNIQUE SECTION. Supplemented by a lecture course on the theory and application of
manipulative technique, practical technique is learned by the students in small groups under the
supervision of an instructor. These groups are informal and constructive criticism of each student's work
by his fellow students is encouraged, as here, where Wesley Luther is closely watched by Sidney
Nathans, Joseph Kobylanski, Thomas MacFarlane, and Max Kohn as he performs the tests for motion
in a sacro-iliac joint.
As a student intern many of these techniques are applied by the students under the supervision
of the . .
.
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. . .
OBSTETRICAL DEPARTMENT. Osteopathic management of obstetrical cases differs markedly
from the usual medical management in the use of regular osteopathic treatments in the pre- and post-
partum periods. These regular treatments serve to keep the mother's resistance at the highest possible
level and thus to prevent the development, or minimize the toxemias and other complications of
pregnancy. Surgical obstetrics of necessity conforms to the standard procedures. On ward rounds in
the hospital Dr. Walter Evans, head of the Obstetrical Department, checks over the charts of his
patients and those of his associates, Dr. Herman Kohn, Dr. Leon Lasser, Dr. Julian L Mines and Dr.
Lester Eisenberg.
Most graphic of the methods of teaching obstetrics to the beginner student is the
. . .
44
m. . . OBSTETRICAL MANNIKIN. The mannikin enables the student to practice the modes of delivery
employed in the various presentations of the baby. Donald Phillips works with a small model of the
pelvis and a fetal head, while Henry Olitsky, Samuel Rosenbaum, and Morton Rubin watch Edward
Spodobalski and Rudolph Rigano deliver the model baby. Experience in practical obstetrical proce-
dures will be gained by the student doctors in the Hospital, in the pre-natal clinic, and on district
obstetrical service.
In maintaining the pre-natal health of the mother it is important to remove all foci of infection.
The search for these foci begins in the nose and throat under the supervision of the . . .
45
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. . .
OTOLARYNGOLOGY DEPARTMENT. The increasing incidence and far-reaching effect of
disease in the upper respiratory tract and its adnexa makes the materia] covered in this department
daily more important to the student. Dr. Ernest Leuzinger, head of the Otolaryngology Department,
here demonstrates for the instruction of his assistants, Dr. John Sheets, Dr. Raymond Juni, and Dr.
Harry Stein, the significant finding on a film of the bronchial tree of a clinic patient. The student's
early training in this subject consists of lectures and many sessions of . .
.
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. . . HEAD MIRROR PRACTICE. Ingenious boxes devised by Dr. Leuzinger, which simulate the cavities
of the head, are used to train the student in the all-important mastery of the head mirror and other
diagnostic instruments. Under the guidance of the department, William Scott, Nathan Sokoloff,
Robert Smith, John Miele, and Harold Shore will soon lose the. ineptness with which they are handling
the head mirrors they bought this morning.
A most important diagnostic adjunct in this specialty are the roentgenographs made by the . .
.
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. . . DEPARTMENT OF RADIOLOGY. Outstanding among the excellent x-ray studies done by this
department is the method developed by Dr. Paul Lloyd, head of the radiology department of the
college and the hospital, of taking serial postural studies by which absolutely accurate measurements
of the structural relationships of the pelvis and vertebrae can be made directly from the film. The x-ray
is to-day not only a diagnostic medium, but also one of the most effective therapeutic measures for
combatting the ravages of cancer. Dr. Lloyd is seen here with his assistant, Dr. Kenneth Wheeler,
before the high-power therapeutic x-ray machine.
The principles of diagnostic and therapeutic roentgenology are taught the student by illus-
trated lectures and . . .
48
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. . . X-RAY SECTIONS, in which small groups of students learn to interpret the significant abnormalities
shown in x-rays in the light of clinical findings. Paul Wallat points out an interesting finding on a film
for Karl Friedman, Felix Spector, Joseph Stewart and Morton Swartz.
Still another use of roentgenological studies is made by the department of . .
.
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I! . . . OSTEOPATHIC RESEARCH in their work of compiling complete and accurate records of the
results of osteopathic treatment. By means of controlled physiological and chemical experiments the
direct effects of osteopathic manipulation on such factors as the cardiac rate, the blood pressure, and
the opsonic index are measured. Every student and physician is urged to do his part in this work by
keeping accurate and complete case records so that his cases may be included in the compilation of
future statistics. Dr. Frederick Long, Director of Research and Professor of Osteopathic Principles,
confers with his associate, Dr. Guy Deming, about this long range research program.
The training gained from the Principles course becomes increasingly, important to the student
when he becomes a student physician in the . .
.
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. . . CLINIC, where the type and amount of osteopathic treatment is judged by the rules laid down
in Principles. First as an assistant in one of the treating booths and later as a student doctor in
charge oi his own booth, the student is given the opportunity of working up his own cases and giving
all the necessary treatment. Thus, except for the remuneration, the situations arising in general
osteopathic practice are met with long before graduation.
In a corridor of the Clinic, Albert Kette informs a patient of the contents of a special report
which has just come from the laboratory, while Edward Adickes reviews the salient points in the case
history of a patient whose care Louis Nelson is about to assume.
Unfortunately, not all cases of disease can be expected to recover, regardless of the treat-
ment used. When a case in the hospital terminates in death, permission is requested from the family
to perform a . .
.
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. . .
POST MORTEM EXAMINATION. The value of this procedure cannot be overemphasized. By
attending post mortems in small groups, and listening to the comments made by the Pathologist, the
students are able to follow cases to the end, so that they may improve their diagnostic judgment by
correlating the physical findings on the chart with the pathological states actually found. This program
throughouf the third and fourth years keeps alive the student's interest in pathology. In the autopsy
room, Harold Vigderman, Basil Tully, John Tully, George Starr and Samuel Guyer anxiously await
confirmation 'of their clinical diagnosis as the pathology actually present is revealed.
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The typical school day in the Senior year consists of lectures and clinics in the specialties, and
additional hospital work of a most practical nature. The transfusion of blood from a healthy person
to a weakened patient is becoming more and more widely used as a routine prophylactic measure in
certain conditions—instead of as a last desperate measure to save a life. The technique of the BLOOD
TRANSFUSION has been simplified, but it still demands care and accuracy. Daniel Bond and Joseph
Aiken take blood from a blood donor under the critical eyes of Norman Arends, Murray Rudner,
Miguel Alvarado, George Massad, William Blacksmith and Murray Backes.
Transfusions are most helpful in certain severe disorders of young children, and such conditions
are occasionally encountered in the . . .
54
. . . PEDIATRICS CLINIC. During the years when a young physician is building up a practice,
many of his cases may be children, and the ability to understand and treat children will win the confi-
dence of the parents. The clinic work of Spencer Bradford, Andrew Bowdle, Joseph Calder, Paul
Brammick, William Colfer and Samuel Brint, demonstrates the stress laid by the Pediatric Department
on complete periodic check-ups even on a child who is apparently healthy, but may be harboring the
early stages of some severe infection. A radically different type of clinical experience is gained in
the
. .
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. . . EMERGENCY ROOM of the hospital. Every day brings many cases of varying severity into this
department—each demanding quick and accurate diagnosis and a rapid decision as to the treatment
to be used. Organization, speed, and good judgment mark the treatment being given this patient
with a severe laceration of the arm. As Nancy Court and George Court clean the wound, Roberta
Conover and Richard DeNise administer an inhalation anesthesia. Meanwhile, Ailleen Corbin prepares
to start an intravenous infusion to restore the victim's fluid balance.
Many emergency cases involve the lodging of foreign bodies in the nose, throat and ears, the
technique of removing which is part of the training obtained in . . .
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. . .
OTOLARYNGOLOGY CLINIC. Working in pairs, Joseph Furey and Edward Freedman, Beryl
Goodman and Robert Goldman, and Harry Ginser and Arthur Glass learn the diagnosis and treat-
ment of conditions of the ears, nose and throat, following the cases assigned to them as long as they
are on service in the clinic.
Certain otolaryngologic conditions, if allowed to go untreated, may lead to neurological
abnormalities, which are taught by the . . .
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NEUROLOGY DEPARTMENT. Dr. J. Francis Smith heads this department, and with his associates,
Dr. John L. Fuller and Dr. Marion Dick, lectures in Neurology and Psychiatry. The etiology and treatment
of traumatic psychoses are discussed in the light of the benefits to be obtained in these cases under
osteopathic management. Miss Lane helps supervise PHYSIOTHERAPY, which is a very definite aid to
the osteopathic treatment of a great variety of conditions. Experience in administering physiotherapy is
acquired in the . .
.
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. . .
PHYSIOTHERAPY CLINIC. The value of physiotherapy as a supplement to osteopathic manipu-
lation is being impressed on Olwen Evans, Emmanuel Hiegelman, Esther Flom, Samuel Fischer and Aaron
Feinstein, through the use of diathermy, various rays and hydrotherapy on clinic cases. Since physio-
therapy is particularly valuable in the late treatment of fractures, an appreciation of the stages in
fracture healing, which will influence the amount and type of treatment, is obtained in . . .
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. . . X-RAY SECTION. The ability to read and interpret x-ray plates is a difficult accomplishment and
one attained only by constant practice. Edward Holroyd points to a film of a barium-filled stomach
which he and his fellow classmates, Kenneth Holbrook, Richard Hiestand, Jack Heyman, Abraham
Guberman and Norman Gordon, are examining for evidence of pathology. Because of insurance and
compensation cases, today's modern Physician demands an x-ray study of every case in which a fracture
is suspected. This serves as a safeguard to the patient and to himself, and as a guide in the reduction
and immobilization of the fractured member in the . .
.
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. . . ORTHOPEDIC ROOM. Osteopathic management of fractures has proven itself invaluable in reduc-
ing to a minimum the time required for immobilization of the fractured part, and in preventing the
muscular atrophy which under ordinary treatment makes the rehabilitation of the limb such a long
drawn-out process. Jack Kelch applies a plaster bandage to form a cast of the forearm in a Colles
fracture, assisted by Salvatore Tropea, Chester Kirk, Norton Levin and Alexander Krawczuk.
Although fractures are a more dramatic type of injury, many more tragic conditions are
encountered in the . .
.
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. . . OPHTHALMOLOGY CLINIC, especially among patients in industrial occupations.
Retinoscopy is a most valuable diagnostic procedure in such systemic diseases as hypertension,
arterio-sclerosis, and diabetes—as well as in diseases which are peculiar to the eye itself. Ophthal-
mology requires at least a theoretical knowledge of the methods of refracting eyes and prescribing
glasses, although this is really the field of the optometrist.
John Legnosky and Charles McDonald plot a patient's visual fields by the use of the perimeter,
and Bernard'LaBove and Ford Donahue watch as Alexander Maierski begins a retinoscopic examination
by first attempting to elicit the red reflex of the eyeground.
Basic practice in ophthalmologic, as well as general, surgery is gained in the sessions in . . .
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. . .
CADAVERIC SURGERY. Facility in handling surgical instruments, ability to tie many surgical
knots, and the technique of handling body structures, all encountered in operating, are but a few
of the benefits derived from this training. Ronald Mertens poises his scalpel preparatory to making
the skin incision for a supposed appendectomy, in which he will be assisted by Frank Miller, Arch
Meserole, Kenneth Miller, Herbert Moskow, and Daniel Nein.
Except for surgical emergencies, clinic patients who are suffering from conditions necessitating
surgical intervention must be seen and worked up in the General Clinic, under the supervision of
the . .
.
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CLINICAL OSTEOPATHY DEPARTMENT. Each student in the clinic is assigned to a member of
this staff who will check on all his work and discuss problems in diagnosis and treatment which confront
him from time to time. Dr. Joseph Root, Director of the Clinic, stands* surrounded by his staff—Dr.
Joseph Haynes, Dr. George Hylander, Dr. William Weisbecker, Dr. Boyd Button, Dr. William Baldwin,
Dr. Theodore Steigler, Dr. Henry Perry, Dr. Louis Pessin, Dr. Raymond Ruberg, Dr. Ralph Zecca, and
Dr. Herbert Steinberg—as he instructs them in a new system of handling certain cases which will make
the work of the Clinic even more efficient. When they disband, each will spend the afternoon closely
observing the progress of his students in the . .
.
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. . . CLINIC. The twenty weeks spent as a student doctor in the clinic are especially valuable in teaching
the essentials of that vague but important attribute, bedside manner, which is the art of establishing
and maintaining the confidence of the patient in his physician. Charles Norton and Harold Robbins
debate with Irving Sacks on a point which puzzles them; Stanley Dorman waits for his next patient to
come from the admitting office; Norman Parker records information given by a patient; and Harold
Nolf gives some parting advice to a patient who has become a friend.
All the phases of osteopathic treatment and management are taught by the . .
.
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. . . PRACTICE OF OSTEOPATHY DEPARTMENT. The frequent meetings of this group for the purpose
of correlating and enlarging upon the material taught in the various departments represented server to
keep subject matter of the clinical years up to date and well rounded.
Dr. William Daiber, cardiologist, conducts a meeting of this department which includes Dr.
Ralph Fischer, head of the department; Dr. Francis Smith, neurology; Dr. Ruth Tinley, and Dr. Beryl
Arbuckle, pediatrics; Dr. William Weisbecker, endocrinology; Dr. Wilbur Lutz, chest; Dr. Charles Soden,
osteopathic technique; Dr. Herbert Fisher, Dr. Earl Riceman, gastroenterology; and Dr. Theodore
Stiegler, symptomatology.
One -important phase of the practice of osteopathy is cardiology, which is taught by lectures
and by assignments to the . . .
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. . . CARDIOVASCULAR CLINIC. Because of the distinct value of osteopathic treatment in certain
types of vascular and cardiac diseases, the student needs as much experience as possible in the clinical
evaluation of these cases in order to administer adequate treatment in each case.
Edward Sullivan takes a patient's blood pressure and Nicholas Tretta, Albert Weiner, Herbert
Weinberg, and Philip Wolfenstein attempt to determine the cardiac status of two other patients by
physical diagnostic means.
Cardiac conditions-are often closely related to pathology in the kidneys. Cardio-renal disease is
one pha?e of the course offered by the . .
.
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. . . UROLOGY DEPARTMENT. Many types of pathology occur in the genito-urinary system which must
be dealt with by a variety of therapeutic measures, not the least of which is osteopathic manipulation.
Dr. Willard Sterret, head of the Urology Department, palpates a patient's left kidney in the presence
of his staff members—Dr. Robert Whinney, Dr. Harry Kerr, and Dr. William McDougali.
The prospective clinic patient who wants to visit the Urology Clinic or any other clinic needs only
to look at the schedule on the . . .
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. . . CLINIC SIGN on the wall of the building just outside the clinic entrance. Here Viola Kruener, and
Dale Yocum leave the building after an afternoon's work in the out-patient department. One of the
busier clinics is conducted under the direction of the . .
.
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GYNECOLOGY DEPARTMENT. The diseases of women comprise a specialty field in which osteo-
pathic treatment is in numerous instances able to effect cures which obviate the necessity for surgery.
Dr. Edward Drew, head of the Gynecological Department, is interrupted for this picture as he elab-
orates on the therapy to be used by his young assistants, Dr. Arthur Flack, Jr., and Dr. Dewaine
Gedney, on a patient to" be seen this afternoon.
Many gynecological problems arise from mismanagement at the time of childbirth. To avoid
such inexcusable cases, the student is given a thorough obstetrical training which culminates in the
work in . .
.
ro
H. . . DISTRICT OBSTETRICAL SERVICE. After following each case in the pre-natal clinic, when the time
of delivery arrives, the student goes to the woman's home and performs the delivery under supervision
or assists the doctor if it is particularly difficult. Leaving on such a mission in the small hours of the
morning, after picking up the sterile instrument kits at the hospital, are George Zink and Louis Zlotkin.
Among the serious problems they have had to contend with during prenatal care were increased
body weight and interference with peripheral circulation during pregnancy which often results in a
variety of complaints related to the feet. The management of such conditions is covered in the . . .
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I, . . . PODIATRY CLINIC. Since feet are the foundation of the body, changes in their structure and
balance can produce adverse changes throughout the body. No other method of treating feet can
equal the results produced by osteopathy. Engaged here in examining and treating various foot condi-
tions are: Leon Simon, John Sinnet, Leon Smeyne, Edward Sarama, Virginia Steele, and Richard Stancliff.
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Even in a professional school the social side of school life cannot be entirely neglected despite
the incessant demands of the curriculum. Five professional fraternal groups exist, which coordinate their
activities through the INTERFRATERNITY COUNCIL in which each group has equal representation.
The Council, among other functions, arranges the program of "rushing" each fall for the members.
Meeting informally are: Edward Holroyd (Atlas), Harold Nolf (Phi Sigma Gamma), Charles Norton (Phi
Sigma Gamma), Emanuel Fliegelman (Lambda Omicron Gamma), Robert Smith (Iota Tau Sigma), Aaron
Feinstein (Lambda Omicron Gamma), Daniel Ford (lota Tau Sigma), Anne Jendryk (Junior Woman's
Osteopathic Association), James Payson (lota Tau Sigma), George Starr (Atlas), Jack Kelch (Atlas),
Robert Goldman (Lambda Omicron Gamma), and John Tully (Phi Sigma Gamma).
Oldest national fraternity is the . . .
. . . ATLAS CLUB which was founded in 1898 as a national
Chapter in Philadelphia in 1924. A fraternity not only provides
also by these associations within the group stimulates further
the frequent, heated, spontaneous "technique sessions" at the
the Atlas Club gathered for lunch are: William Blacksmith,
MacFarlane, Jack Kelch—Chapter President, Henry Perry (se
Mazerski, Arthur Eshenauer, George Massad, Frank Miller, and
The second oldest fraternity is . . .
organization and established the Styloid
a social organization for the students but
nterest in Osteopathy which is evident in
fraternity houses. Among the members of
Edward Holroyd, George Starr, Thomas
ated), and Spencer Bradford, Alexander
Norman Arends.
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. . . IOTA TAU SIGMA which was founded in 1902. Delta Chapter was established in 1924 and has led
a very active life since then in all the affairs of the school. Pictured in the living room of their house, the
active chapter includes: Daniel Ford
—
president, Robert Smith, Albert Kette, Raymond Israel, Joseph
Colder, Kenneth Holbrook, Andrew Lukas, Norman Parker, Jack Sinnet, Samuel Tropea, Wesley Luther,
Rudolph Rigano, George Sill, Edward Spodobalski, Dale Christman, Hal Newill, James Payson, Edwin
Rossman, John Schall, Paul Scherba, James Sillaman, Carl VanHook, Ralph Stokes, William Sterret,
Anthony Congello, Louis Cosmos, John Finnerty, George Shearer, William Tracy, Charles Ludowski,
Royal Johnson and Milton Carr.
Assuming an important role on the campus is . .
.
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. . . PHI SIGMA GAMMA. The national organization was founded in 1915 and Zeta Chapter in 1917.
Among the active chapter grouped around President George Court are: John Tully, Ellis Miller, Wesley
Boudette, Rodney Chase, Chester Kirk, Charles Hemmer, George Hoover, Richard Hiestand, Nicholas
Oddo, Alfred Barlow, Arch Meserole, Donald Harper, Thomas Kashada, Larry Bailey, Joseph Eshleman,
Edward Ropulewicz, Charles Norton, Harold Nolf, Basil Tully, William Colfer, Daniel Nein, Richard
DeNise, William Scott, Charles Kaelber, Stanley Turner, Louis Nelson, Edward Adickes, and Donald
Briner.
The largest fraternity, numerically, is . .
.
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. . . LAMBDA OMICRON GAMMA. This national organization was founded at the Philadelphia
College in 1924 and has grown rapidly since then into a real power on this and three other osteopathic
campuses. Among the members assembled in front of the chapter house are: Aaron Feinstein, presi-
dent; Daniel Bond, Paul Brammick, Samuel Brint, Stanley Dorman, Emanuel Fliegelman, Edward Freed-
man, Harry Ginser, Arthur Glass, Robert Goldman, Norman Gordon, Abe Guberman, Jack Heyman,
Bernard LaBove, Norton Levin, Harold Robbins, Murray Rudner, Leon Smeyne, Herbert Weinberg,
Albert Weiner, Philip Wolfenstein, Louis Zlotkin, Marshall Bernstein, Bernard Brooker, Martin Casset,
Irving Fishman, Karl Friedman, Raymond Goldstein, Joseph Greenberg, Samuel Guyer, Raymond Ham-
mel, Cecil Harris, Frank Herzlin, Carl Klein, Max Kohn, Sydney Nathans, Donald Phillips, Nathan
Sokoloff, Ivan Cherashore, Raymond Dietz, Melvin Elting, Jacob Freedman, Seymour Kaufman, Robert
Leonard, Herbert Lipkin, Jay Oberman, Edward Paris, Albert Reibstein, Irving Rubin, Sidney Slotkin,
Morris Stein and Irving Lempert.
The women students of the college have their own organization, the
. . .
. . . JUNIOR WOMAN'S OSTEOPATHIC ASSOCIATION. This group serves to bind the women
together during their study of Osteopathy, and concentrates its efforts on studying the opportunities
for women physicians in the profession. Pictured at a meeting at the home of one of the members are:
Beryl Goodman, Roberta Conover, Anne Jendryk, Virginia Steele, Nancy Court, Shirley Rosenblatt,
Esther Flom, Anne Blacksmith, Ailleen Corbin, Lillian Brose, Viola Kruener, and Eleanor Reese.
All student organizations cooperate with the . .
.
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. . . STUDENT COUNCIL, which functions as the representative of the student body in arriving at
amicable solutions of problems arising in student-faculty relations. President of the Student Council,
Emanuel Riegelman, presides at one of the meetings attended by Charles Ladowski, Robert Borman,
Aaron Feinstein, Nancy Court, Charles Steiner, Stanley Schiowitz, Charles Hemmer, Richard DeNise,
Donald Briner, Stanley Turner, and Anthony Gagliano.
Outstanding among the study groups is the . . .
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DIG-ON SOCIETY, which is the only purely osteopathic organization among the students. Its
membership of twelve seniors and twelve juniors, who are chosen on the basis of competitive essays,
devotes itself to studying and spreading a true conception of Osteopathy. Meeting under the direction
of Joseph Calder, the president, are: Richard Stancliff, Miguel Alvarado, Norman Parker, Charles
McDonald, Richard Hiestand, George Zink, Harold Nolf, Robert Smith, Alfred Barlow, Rudolph Rigano,
George Sill, John Sinnet, John Tully, Charles Hemmer, Ransom Hunt, Daniel Ford. Members not
present for the picture are Thomas MacFarlane, Kenneth Adams, Thomas Satterthwaite, Edward Spo-
dobalski, Spencer Bradford, Norman Arends, William Blacksmith.
All-round ability is recognized by election, late in the junior year, to the . . .
tzz
. . . NEO SENIOR HONORARY
SOCIETY. Election to this society
is the highest honor which can be
conferred on a student, and, since
only the most outstanding men are
elected, the membership is neces-
sarily small. Talking things over
are Richard DeNise and John Sin-
net, who comprise the entire mem-
bership for 1942.
A high point in the senior year
is the day on which the selection
of...
. . .
NEW INTERNS to serve in
the Hospital for the year after
graduation is announced. Assem-
bled in the Hospital lobby are
those who will enter service in
June, 1942: Joseph Furey and Ro-
berta Conover (seated); and
George Court, Miguel Alverado,
Norman Arends, Arch Meserole,
Richard Hiestand, and Joseph
Calder. Andrew Bowdle, Richard
DeNise and Louis Zlotkin were
not present for the picture.
Men who are interested in some
specific field of practice add to
their curricular knowledge of these
courses in special societies. Those
most interested in genito-urinary
diseases belong to the . . .
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. . .
GENITO-URINARY SOCIETY.
Gathered in the clinic to observe
and discuss some especially inter-
esting cases are: Harold Nolf,
Joseph Aiken, Emanuel Fliegelman,
Charles McDonald, Aaron Fein-
stein, Louis Zlotkin, Nicholas Tret-
ta, and Leon Simon.
The members of the . . .
. . . E. G. DREW OBSTETRICAL
AND GYNECOLOGICAL SO-
CIETY invite specialists in this field
to address them on the many and
unusual problems which the young
physician will encounter as he at-
tempts to become known as a
specialist. 'Gathered for such a
lecture are: Joseph Aiken, Jack
Kelch, Donald Phillips, Aaron Fein-
stein, Esther Flom, Leon Smeyne,
Edward Holroyd, Keaim Kechijian,
Joseph Kobylanski, George Mas-
sad, Louis Zlotkin, Samuel Fisher,
Harry Ginser, Joseph Calder,
Emanuel Fliegelman, Leon Simon
and Salvatore Tropea.
Knowing heart trouble to be one
of the most common causes of
sudden death, the . . .
J
. . . CARDIO-VASCULAR SO-
CIETY interests itself in investigat-
ing the newer treatments of card-
io-vascular disease. At a meeting
presided over by George Court,
Nicholas Tretta, Richard Hiestand,
Dale Yocum, Murray Rudner, An-
drew Bowdle, Ford Donohue,
James Miller, Joseph Furey, Wil-
liam Colfer, and Samuel Brint lis-
ten to a report on one of these
newer treatments.
With the present tempo of liv-
ing many troubles occur which
can be discussed by the . . .
. . . GASTRO-ENTEROLOGICAL
SOCIETY. Primarily interested in
diseases of the gastro-intes-Hnal
tract, Leon Smeyne, Nicholas Tret-
ta, Murray Rudner, Aaron Fein-
stein, Samuel Brint, Bernard La-
Bove, Joseph Calder, Emanuel
Fliegelman, Leon Simon, Norton
Levin, Richard Stancliff, George
Massad, Samuel Fisher, Joseph
Aiken, Keaim Kechijian, Salvatore
Tropea, Edward Holroyd, Harry
Ginser, Daniel Bond, and Joseph
Furey listen to a lecturer discuss
the problem of carcinoma of the
bowel.
.
Gastroenterological problems
related to a certain age group in-
terest the members of the . . •
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. . . PEDIATRICS SOCIETY. Chil-
dren react to diseases in different
ways depending on their age
group, and these differences must
be understood by any physician
whose practice includes children.
John Sinnet presides at a meeting
of the society attended by Anne
Jendryk, Kenneth Holbroolt, and
Joseph Aiken (front), Leon Simon,
Abe Guberman, Esther Flom, Ro-
berta Conover, Jack Kelch, Joseph
Colder, and Wesley Luther.
An even more specialized field
is that of the '. . .
... J. FRANCIS SMITH NEURO-
LOGICAL SOCIETY which strives
for a greater understanding of
nervous and mental diseases, so
as to increase the benefits of Oste-
opathy in the treatment of such
conditions. Gathered around the
president of the society, Louis
-
Zlotkin, are: Robert Goldman,
Murray Rudner, Charles Norton,
Charles McDonald, Harold Nolf,
and Edward Holroyd.
Named in honor of Dr. Joseph
Py, the .
. .
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. . . PY BACTERIOLOGICAL SO-
CIETY serves to keep alive and up
to date the member's knowledge
and appreciation of the new de-
velopments in the field of bacteri-
ology. Meeting in the library are:
Norman Parker, Leon Simon, Abe
Guberman, Harry Ginser, Murray
Rudner, Norton Levin, Leon Smey-
ne, Daniel Bond, Aaron Feinstein,
Robert Goldman, and Emanuel
Fliegelman.
The inter-fraternity sports pro-
gram is Under the supervision of
the
. . .
. . .
ATHLETIC SOCIETY. The en-
couragement of athletics in a pro-
fessional school where the students'
day is so occupied by classes and
studies is the worthwhile aim of
this group. Meeting informally on
the steps of the College are Ford
Donohue, Jack Kelch, Joseph Fu-
rey, John Sinnet, and Robert Gold-
man as they arrange the inter-fra-
ternity softball schedule.
Students whose homes are not
in Pennsylvania are organized into
"state societies," such as the . . .
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. . . NEW YORK SOCIETY which
keeps it members informed on all
Osteopathic legislation in New
York which will have a bearing on
licensure and practice. Wesley
Luther leads a meeting of the
group which is attended by
Charles Hemmer, Nancy Court,
Viola Kruener, Arch Meserole,
Jack Kelch, George Court, Rob-
ert Goldman, Charles McDonald,
Ronald Mertens, Morris Fishman,
Maurice Goldinger, Frank Herzlin,
William Tracy, Louis Lamishow,
Harold Goldberg, Joseph Taub-
man and Stanley Schiowitz.
Another such group is the
. . .
. . . NEW JERSEY SOCIETY. A
second function of these societies
is to assemble information as to
suitable locations for setting up in
practice after graduation. Mem-
bers of the society include: Louis
Zlotkin, Roberta Conover, Joseph
Furey, John Tully, George Starr,
Melvin Elting, Martin Casset, Felix
Spector, Edward Paris, Philip Wol-
fenstein, Jack Heyman, Charles
Norton, Arthur Glass, and Abe
Guberman.
The Catholic members of the
student body are eligible to join
the . . .
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NEWMAN CLUB which has
as its aim the inculcation of those
tenets which make a good Cath-
olic physician. At a meeting pre-
sided over by Nicholas Tretta are:
Albert Fornace, Anthony Janelli,
Nicholas Oddo, Wesley Luther,
John Miele, Ward Donovan, Ed-
ward Spodobalski, Joseph Koby-
lanski, Charles Hemmer, Rudolph
Rigano, William Mahon, Edward
Rossman, and John Finnerty.
A very active extra-curricular
organization is the . . .
. . .
CAMERA CLUB which en-
deavors to stimulate interest in
photography. Jack Kelch, presi-
dent, shows Professor Russell Erb
a new clinical camera which is
used to photograph skin lesions,
as Murray Rudner looks over his
shoulder. Seymour Ulanski, Robert
Goldman, Harold Nolf, James Mil-
le.\ and Arch Meserole discuss re-
cent shots taken by the members.
The only student publication,
apart from the fraternity papers,
is the SYNAPSIS, the yearbook,
published by the . .
.
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. . .1942 SYNAPSIS STAFF; Proceeding on the belief that a yearbook can be something more than a
stodgy compilation of dates and prettified portraits, the personnel gathers for a final selection of
prints and for the determination of a copy deadline. Business Manager Donald Phillips checks costs
with associate Albert Kette, while Secretary Anne Jendryk and Clyde Henry smile over an amusing
shot. With Alfred Barlow, Samuel Guyer and Lillian Brose looking on, a doubtful print is considered
by Editor John Tully and George Starr, collaborator with Thomas MacFarlane, on the narrative to
accompany the photographs. Lending professional advice, photographer Joseph Morsello points out
a problem in grouping to sophomore representative Shirley Rosenblatt. Elsewhere, staff members
Bernard Brooker, Nancy Court, Robert Higgs and Joseph Kobylanski are meeting to confer on another
phase of the book.
Assistant Editor Henry will leave early to escort his wife to a meeting of the married students'
wives, who compose the membership of the ... 89
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. . . STUDENT WIVES CLUB. This group not only binds the young women together socially, but it
also raises enough money during the year to supply the Children's Ward of the Hospital with linens
and other needs. Mrs. Joseph Eshelman, president, reads an interesting bit from a magazine to Mrs.
William Scott, Mrs. Sam Guyer, Mrs. Samuel Fisher, Mrs. Edward Rapulowicz, Mrs. Alex Pheterson,
Mrs. Clyde Henry, Mrs. Joseph Aiken, and Mrs. Martin Cassett (seated) and Mrs. Charles Kaelber,
Mrs. George Starr, Mrs. Thomas Satterthwaite, and Mrs. Grover Artman.
90
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The opening social event of the year is the FRESHMAN DANCE, sponsored by the Class of
1945. Held early in the Fall, at the Hotel Philadelphian, this event draws many students from the
upper classes, and affords an opportunity for older students to meet the new ones.
Outstanding social event of the Winter season is the . .
.
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. . . ANNUAL CHARITY BALL, held at the Bellevue-Stratford Hotel. Dinner, floor show, and dancing
attract many faculty members, students and friends of Osteopathy. The proceeds from this affair aid in
the maintenance of the Hospital. Leaving at the close of the dance, bound for the Embassy Club, are
Gordon Henry, Ronald Mertens, Basil Tully, Charles Hemmer, Daniel Ford and Joseph Aiken, with
their dates.
On his way to the Eastern Osteopathic Society's annual convention in New York the President
of the . .
.
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. . . AMERICAN OSTEOPATHIC ASSOCIATION, Dr. Phil Russell of Fort Worth. Texas, stops off
to address the student body. Applauding him after his speech are: Associate Dean Erb, Dr. Charles
Soden, Mr. Louis Schachterle, Dean Edgar Holden, Dr. Otterbein Dressier, President of the Eastern
Osteopathic Society, and Dr. Russell McCaughan, Executive Secretary of the American Osteopathic
Association.
Dominating the Spring social season is the . . .
<;i
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. . . JUNIOR PROM, held this year at the Hotel Stephen Girard by the Junior Class, with the Senior
Class as guests. In the foreground of a group snapped between dances, are the Co-chairmen of the
Dance Committee: Robert Higgs and his wife, and Basil Tully, escorting Miss Marguerite Starr.
George Starr, Donald Harper, and George Hoover are among others gathered at the bar.
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The School of Nursing of the Osteopathic Hospital of Philadelphia was established in 1919,
and, since its organization, has been an integral part of the institution. It has grown steadily and surely
since that time, so that now its nurses are qualified to serve in any hospital. The ADMINISTRATION
of the school is under the direction of Miss Margaret Peeler, R.N., here reading a report to Miss Joyce
Bell, R.N., the Night Supervisor who is just coming on duty. Miss Helen Sterrett, R.N., assistant to
Miss Peeler, glances through the folio record of one of the pre-clinical students to check on her
progress in . . .
98
. . . ANATOMY CLASS. In addition to all the time spent in practical work in all departments of the
Hospital, the nurse's training includes many hours spent in classrooms learning basic subjects which are
necessary for a complete understanding of the advanced training. Dr. William Weisbecker points out
the location of the viscera of the chest to Dorcus Eshelman, Helen Burkholder, Shirley Lumsden, Sarah
Arbergast, and Julia Beecher.
According to time-honored custom . . .
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. "MRS. CHASE,"the dummy patient in the Demonstration Classroom, serves as the subject for
practice of the many intricacies of administering to a bed-ridden patient. As Clair Grover, Ruth Far-
low, and Helen Osterheldt watch closely for errors in technique, Doris Snyder gives Mrs. Chase a
hypodermic injection under the guidance of Miss Dorothy Evans, R.N., Assistant Educational Director.
Only after long hours of practice is the Pre-Clinical student assigned to the . . .
\ 100
. . . OBSTETRICAL WARD where she is at 'first under only minor responsibilities. Here the student
learns at first hand the daily routine of a hospital floor. Attending to the needs of two convalescing
mothers are: Laura Greve, Jean Chadwick, Beatrice Spink, and Evelyn Prince.
Surgical nursing training begins with assignments in the . .
.
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. . . OPERATING ROOM WORKROOM during the Intermediate Year. Learning the nursing care of
surgical patients demands an appreciation of surgical methods, which includes everything from pre-
paring surgical instrument set-ups to actually assisting as a nurse at major operations. Miss Mary
Kochut, R.N., Assistant Operating Room Supervisor, opens an autoclave door as Dorcas Firehack cleans
soiled instruments, Catherine Brown dries and powders surgical gtoves, Edna Turner folds a surgical
gown, and Miss Isabel O'Donnell, R.N., Operating Room Supervisor, examines* a glove for tears.
The.administration of each Hospital floor centers at the . .
.
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. . . CHART DESK where the complete record of every patient on the floor is kept. During her time
on duty, each nurse is required to record treatments given, general condition, and other pertinent
information as to the progress of each patient to whom she is assigned. While Alice Miller, R.N.,
Assistant Supervisor, takes a telephone order from a physician and Miss Rose Breese, R.N., Supervisor,
writes the Day Report of the floor, Grace Nelson (pre-clinical), Harriet Hartzell, and Regina Richman
bring their charts up to date before going off duty.
Not all patients who come to the Hospital have time to make arrangements before their
arrival. Often their introduction to the Hospital is through the . .
.
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EMERGENCY ROOM where initial treatment is given to all accidents and emergency cases.
Word has just been received that a compound fracture case is being brought in, so Miss Lillian
Rubikam, R.N., Emergency Room Supervisor, Miss Jean Dakin, R.N., Assistant Emergency Room Super-
visor, Miss Janet Ralph, R.N., X-Ray Supervisor, Helen Miller, and Jane Heebner are busy setting out
the instruments and equipment which will be needed to treat the case. Children frequently are subjects
for Emergency Room treatment.
Concentrated experience in Pediatrics Nursing is gained at the . .
.
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. . . PHILADELPHIA GENERAL HOSPITAL during the Intermediafe and Senior years by affiliation.
Under this arrangement, nurses are sent in groups of eight for a six-month period to the Philadelphia
General Hospital to live and work and absorb as much Pediatric and Medical Nursing as possible.
Irene Crossett adjusts a young patient's bib as Helen Rubinkam encourages him +•"> eat his lunch.
Closely allied to surgical nursing is the training in . .
.
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ANESTHESIA and the post-operative care of patients recovering from anesthesia. Cases are
followed by the nurses assigned to them from the ward to the operating room and back to the ward.
Elizabeth Wright and Jean Nolt transfer a surgical patient from the litter to the surgical table in the
anesthesia room under the guidance of Miss Eva Thompson, R.N., Supervisor of Surgical Floor, while
Miss Mae Brislin, R.N., Anesthetist, checks her equipment prior to administering the anesthesia.
The diets of different types of surgical patients are taught in the
. . .
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. . . DIET KITCHEN by Miss Margaretta Schenbecker, R.N., Dietician. The nurse must appreciate all
the values of the many diets used in the various disease conditions, since so often the nurse must be
responsible for feeding the patients. Jane Ford starts for the ward with a tray for a diabetic patient,
while Elizabeth Abrams weighs out foods for an obese patient and Doris Schwartz samples cereal she
is making for the occupants of the children's ward.
The equipment for treating and caring for the patients in the wards is kept in the . . .
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%. . . TRAY ROOM. Trays are constantly kept ready with all the equipment for changing surgical dress-
ings, doing diagnostic procedures, catheterizations, and intravenous injections. Edna Blockson opens
a sterilizer to insert some soiled instruments, Jeannette Hartman draws a measure of sterile water for
an irrigation, while Miss Edith Miller, R.N., Assistant Surgical Supervisor, directs Virginia Smith in
selecting the proper tray for a lumbar puncture to be done shortly on one of the patients in her care.
One of the most inspiring and satisfying phases of hospital work is experienced in the . . .
10S
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DELIVERY ROOM, bringing new lives into the world. In preparation for the delivery of a mother
now in labor, senior student Jane O'Daniel fixes thd delivery table as her classmate Beatrice Bendall
checks a pair of obstetrical forceps which will be sterilized with the other instruments to be used. Miss
Ethel Westcott, R.N., Assistant Supervisor of the Obstetrical Floor, inspects a syringe which will be
used to administer pituitrin after the delivery.
Senior students on duty in the . .
.
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. . PEDIATRIC WARD at the Philadelphia General Hospital, Kathryn Johnson and Frances Charlet,
see another demonstration of the value of good nursing care as an enthusiastic young patient, now on
the road to recovery, eagerly shows them some pictures in a scrap book which have caught his eye.
Due to the large Obstetrical Service at the Osteopathic Hospital the nurses receive ample
training in the . .
.
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. . . NURSERY in the care of newborn infants. Margaret Pontz feeds a premature baby who is being
kept in a modern incubator bed, as Alice Shank and Ruth Brehm check with Miss Francis Bond, R.N.,
Supervisor of the Obstetrical Floor, before taking two babies to their mothers for breast feeding.
After graduation, the blue and white student's uniform is discarded for the . . .
Ill
. . . WHITE UNIFORM of the graduate nurse. In anticipation of that happy day, Ruth Brehm comes
down the stairs of the Nurses' Home, wearing a graduate uniform just to feel the thrill of it. Margaret
Pontz, Hilda Gonder and Alice Shank form an admiring audience.
The social life of the student nurses centers in the . .
.
\
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. . . NURSES' HOME. Gathered around the piano in the living room, several students enjoy their
leisure hours. Dorothy Schumann reads her mail after coming off duty, Geraldine Sponga reads a
nursing journal, Carrie Loosley turns from her piano playing to greet a friend on the stairs, Lois Covert
examines a present she has just received, and Miss Bertha Whitaker, R.N., Senior Class Adviser,
waits for the music to begin again.
The student nurse enters school as a probationer or "probie" until she proves her right to
become a nurse. After six months the probationers are recognized at the . .
.
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CAPPING CEREMONY, where
they are given the privilege of
wearing the white nurse's cap from
then on. Ruth Brehm, in the costume
of Florence Nightingale, represents
the remarkable woman from whom
all nurses draw inspiration.
The exercises are followed by
a . .
.
. .
.
CAPPING RECEPTION at the
Nurses' Home. Alice Shank pours
for: Miss Margaret Peeler, R.N.;
Miss Ruth Hubbard, R.N., General
Director of the Visiting Nurse So-
ciety of Philadelphia; Mr. Albert
Taylor, Superintendent of the Os-
teopathic Hospital; Miss Helen
Sterret, R.N.; Beatrice Bendall and
Elizabeth Abrams.
The dramatic activities of the
nurses this year culminate in the
presentation of . . .
. . . "STRONG WEAKNESS," a farcical play. The male members of the cast are drawn from the
College students. Mr. Floyd Kefford acts as director, and all the costumes and stage sets are made
by the students. Snapped in a scene from the play are Doris Schwartz and Ford Donahue.
The nurses' social season reaches its climax in the . .
.
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. . . NURSES' FORMAL held this Spring at the Merion Clark Memorial Home. As the dance begins
Miss Mary Kochut, Miss Ruth Farlow, Miss Dorcas Firehack, Helen Miller, Miss Helen Sterrett, and Miss
Margaret Peeler welcome Charles Norton, Alice Shank, and Kenneth Adams.
For help and guidance in their more difficult student problems the nurses are grateful to the...
Nl
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. . . INTERNS now rounding out their year of training at the Osteopathic Hospital. Assembled for an
informal meeting in the lounge of the Interns' Quarters are: Dr. Anton Claus, Dr. Russell Fry, Dr.
William Davis, Dr. Raymond King, Dr. Bernard Plone, and Dr. Leon Cohen (seated), and Dr. Hubert
Wagner, Dr. John Cornelius, Dr. Charles Brimfield, and Dr. Warren Swenson.
Their home for the past year has been the . .
.
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. . . collegiate gothic building which houses the Philadelphia College of Osteopathy and the Philadel-
phia Osteopathic Hospital, which provides an ideal unit from the student's point of view, since it
enables him to get his scholastic and clinical training all in one location. The Hospital, considered
adequate for the needs when it was built in 1929, contains 120 beds for which there is now a constant
waiting list of patients. Every modern service from therapeutic x-ray equipment to complete laboratory
facilities are at the disposal of the staff.
And so one day ends ... it is the small hours of . .
.
us
. . . MORNING. The light in the delivery room has finally gone out. For one student it has been a
particularly long and arduous day
. . .
called out of bed to attend a special obstetrical case, he
leaves the Hospital as dawn begins to lighten the sky. And so back to bed . . . perhaps to sleep the
sleep of the exhausted ... or, perhaps with the thought of exams churning through his mind, to toss
'bout in a . .
.
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DIRECTORY
Numbers refer to pages
on which students' pictures
appear in the SYNAPSIS
FRESHMAN CLASS
S. AQUILA W. BEIRN B. BERRY „C. BLAKESLEE A. BONIER
Philadelphia, Pa. Larchmont, N. Y. Medford, Mail. DuBois, Pa. Chester, fa.
13 13 13 13 13
R. BORMAN W. BOUDETTE L. BROSE
B.S. Claremont, N. H. Bayonne, N. J.
Philadelphia, Pa. 13, 77, 95 15, 79, 89
13.80
H. BROWN
Tamaqua, Pa.
M.CARR R.CHASE B. COHEN S.COHEN D.COLLIER
Silver Creek, N. Y. Drexel Hill, Pa.
15, 74 15, 77
B.A. B.S. B.S. B.A. Swarthmore, Pa
Philadelphia, Pa. Middletown, Pa. Philadelphia, Pa. Philadelphia, Pa. 15
15 15 15 15
.*«_ ' -.-
*v » OlA ikjkik
15
M. FARBER R. FARRINGTON M. FISHMAN C. FLACK H. FLETMAN A. GAGLIANO J. GLANO M. GOLDINGER
Philadelphia, Pa. Wolloston, Mass. A.B. Philadelphia, Pa. Philodelphio, Pa. B.A. Philadelphia, Pa. B.A.
17 Brooklyn, N. Y. 17 17 Valley Stream, N.Y. 17 Brooklyn, N. Y.
17, 8? 17, 80 17. 87
£?>
W.GRIFFITH A. HINKEL R.JOHNSON
B.A. Washington, D. C. B.S.
Philadelphia, Pa. Conneaut, Ohio
17 18,74
S. JOSEPHSON M.KATZMAN A. KIRILA S. KOCHMAN J. KOHN
B.S., M.A. B.A. B.S. Philadelphia, Pa. Philadelphia, Pa.
Ventnor, N. J. Philadelphia, Pa. Philadelphia, Pa. 18 IB
18 18 18
> a jp c, 9 © CI
G. KOLANDER L. LAMISHOW I. LEBOW C. LODOWSKI J. MELLOT I. ONTELL
Philadelphia, Pa. Brooklyn, N. Y. Philadelphia, Pa. B.S., M.S. Philadelphia, Pa. B.S.
18, 87 21 Pittsburgh, Pa. 21 Arlington, N. J.
21,74.80 21
A. PHETERSON
B.A.
Rochester, N. Y.
R. PORZIO
B.A.
Atlontic City, N. J.
21
II ¥--
V
\$
J. ROBIE E. ROPULEWICZ R. ROSSA
Plymouth, Pa. B.A. B.A.
Gardner, Pa. Trenton, Pa.
19,77 19
L. SALKIND S. SCHIOWITZ W. SELTZER
Philadelphia, Pa. Brooklyn, N. Y. B.A.
19 19, BO, 87 Philadelphia, Pa.
19
A. SNYDER
Philadelphia, Pa.
19
E. TALONE
B.S.
Conshohocken, Pa.
19
!
;
J.TAUBMAN W.TRACY S.TURNER S. ULANSKI
B.A. Douglaston, N. Y. B.A. Philadelphia, Pa.
New York, N. Y. 22, 74, 87 Upper Montclair, 22, 88
V.WALSH T.WEINBERG W.WILLIS F. WOLFRAM
B.A. B.A. Philadelphia, Pa. B.S.
Philadelphia, Pa. Philadelphia, Pa. 22 Brooklyn, N, Y.
87 N.J. 22 22 22
22, 77, 80
HftMMMMMMMI
C. BIMLER H.GOLDBERG
B.A.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
17,87
M. GOLDSTEIN
B.A., M.S.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
H. La BARGE
B.A.
Syracuse, N. Y.
J. LaCAVERA
B.A.
Norwich, Conn.
I. MORRIS
Brooklyn, N. J.
H.YABLIN
B.S., M.A.
Watertown, N. Y.
22
I. PEARLSTEIN
B.A.
Philadelphia, Pa.
21
W. QUINLIVAN
Syracuse, N. Y.
19
E. REESE
Lancaster, Pa.
19,7?
J. SCHENKER
Jersey City, N. J.
19
J. TORELLO
Oxford, Pa.
SOPHOMORE CLASS
!»«*- SI
G. ARTMAN A. BLACKSMITH I. CHERASHORE M. CHERREY S. COLTUNE A. CONGELLO R. DIETZ
Hellam, Pa. B.S. B.S. Philadelphia, Pa. B.A. B.S. 27, 76
Mechanicsburg, Pa. Philadelphia, Pa. 24 Philadelphia, Pa. Lancaster, Pa,
24,79 24 24 27,74
I.DUNN
8.A., M.A.
New York, N. Y.
27
G. ELANJIAN M. ELTING J. ESHLEMAN D. FEINSCHIL J. FINNERTY A. FORNACE J. FREEDMAN D.HARPER
Philadelphia, Pa. B.S. Florin, Pa. Philadelphia, Pa. Montclair, N. J. Philadelphia, Pa. B.A. 25, 77, 95
27 Trenton. N. J. 27, 77 25 25. 76, 88 25, 88 New York, N. Y.
27, 78, 87 25, 78
isilira
D. HEILIG G. HOOVER C. KAELBER T. KASHATA
B.A. Johnstown, Pa. Syracuse, N. Y: Sayville, N. Y.
Philadelphia, Pa. 25, 77, 95 25, 77 32, 77
25
S. KAUFMAN I. LEMPERT R. LEONARD H. LIPKIN
B.A. B.S. B.A. Philadelphia, Pa.
Highland Mills, New York, N. Y. New York, N. Y. 29, 78
N. Y. 29, 78 29, 78
29,78
W. LONSINGER W. MAHON E.MILLER
B.A. B.S. Salix, Pa.
Philadelphia, Pa. Harrisburg, Pa. 29, 77
29 29, 88
H.MOGUL C.NORTON I. OBERMAN
Philadelphia, Pa. Philadelphia, Pa.
31 31,78
N. ODDO
B.A.
Norwalk, Conn.
31,88,77
E. PARRIS
B.A.
Atlantic City, N. J.
31.78,87
J. PAYSON
B.S.
Millie. Man.
31,74, 76
Si c rr> p & o
A. REIBSTEIN E. ROSSMAN I. RUBIN R. SABER
Philadelphia, Pa. Wei) Brighton. N.Y. B.A. B.A.
B.S. 30,76,86 N.. York. N.Y. N. work. N.J.
30. 78 30
J. SCHALL P. SCHERBA J. SILLAMAN
I.A. Philadelphia, Pa. 30, 76
Philadelphia, Pa. 30, 74
30. 7*
B. SINGER S. SIOTKIN M. STEIN C. STEINER W. STERRET R. STOKES I. SWARTS C. VAN HOOK
I.S. l.A. Philadelphia, Pa. Newark, N. J. Philadelphia, ?a. I.S. I.S. Camden, N. J.
Philadelphia, Pa. Haddonfield, N.J. 32, 78 32, 60 32,74 Portsmouth, Va. Pittsburgh, Pa. 32,74
32 32,78 32,76 32
L. BAILEY D. 8RINER D. CHRISTMAN L. COSMOS
Mechanicsville, Dreiel Hill, Pa. Dayton, Ohio B.S.
N.Y. 24. 77, 80 24,76 Springfield, Mass
24,77 27.76
A. ESHENAUR H. NEWILL S. ROSENBLATT G. SHEARER
West Lawn. Pa. 11. 76 l.A. ' I.S.
27.75 Philadelphia, Pa. Edri, Pa.
30, 7?, 89 30,76
JUNIOR CLASS
. ADAMS E. ADICKES A. BARLOW M. BERNSTEIN J. BIRCH B. BROOCKER M.CASSETT D. DeCRISTO
meadow, Mass. Oione Park, N. Y. Huntingdon, W. Vo. B.A. Utica, N. Y. Ardmore, Pa. Camden, N. J. I.S.
.
116 51,77 6.35,77.81,8? Bridgeport, Conn.
35. 7B
35 76 76.67 Collingdale, Pa.
37
W. DONOVAN W. FISHER
I.S. Reoding, Pa.
ghamton, N. Y. 37
38
I. FISHMAN
Brooklyn, N. Y.
36,78
D. FORD
B.S.
K.FRIEDMAN
B.A.
S.GOLDBERG
B.A.
R. GOLDSTEIN
B.A., M.A.
Washington, N. J. Philadelphia, Pa. New Haven, Conn. Brooklyn, N. Y.
35,74.76.81,93 49.78 39 6,38,78
J.GREENBERG
I.A.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
38. 78
""*1
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S. GUYER R. HAMMELl
I.A. I.S.
Weisiport, Pa. Reading, Pa.
52, 78. 89 38,78
C.HARRIS C. HEMMER C.HENRY G.HENRY
Philadelphia, Pa. B.A. Hockettitown, N. J. Philadelphia, Pa.
35, 78 Syracuie, N. Y. 39, 8? 37, 93
4,39, 77, 80, 81.87,
88,93
M. HERSKOWITZ F. HERZLIN
I.A. Irani, N. Y.
Philadelphia, Pa. 3?, 78, 17
39
R. HIGGS J. HIRSCH R. ISREAL
I.A. I.A. York. Pa.
Wilkes-Barre, Pa. Detroit, Mich. 40,74
40,95 40
A. JANNELLI A. JENDRYK
I.A. I.A.
Philadelphia, Pa. Elkins Park, Pa.
40, 88 40, 74, 79, 85, 89
R. JOHNSON N. KANTOR H. KATZ
I.A. Eait Orange, N. J. Philadelphia, Pa.
Cleveland, Ohio 41 41
41
ra > : pg hh
A. KETTE
Dayton, Ohio
51,89,74
J. KOBYLANSKI
B.A.
Meadville, Pa.
43, 83, SB
M. KOHN
B.S.
Detroit, Mich.
43,78
W. LUTHER
Buffalo, N. Y.
43. 74, 85, 87, 88
T. MacFARLANE
B.A.
Jamaica Plain,
Mail.
7. 43, 75, 81
J. MIELE L.NELSON H. OLITSKY
B.S. Solvay, N. Y. I.A.
Weil Orange, N. J. (1,77 Philadelphia, Pa.
47, 88 45
D.PHILLIPS R. RIGANO S. ROSENBAUM M.RUBIN T. SATTERTHWAITE W.SCOTT H. SHORE R.SMITH
Brooklyn, N. Y. B.A. B.A. Philadelphia, Pa. B.S. Philadelphia, Pa. Philadelphia, Pa. Glemide, Pa.
45, 78, 83, 89 Philadelphia, Pa Philadelphia, Pa. 45 Ambler, Pa. 47, 77 47 47, 74, 74, 81
45.74.81,88 45 81
N. SOKOLOFF F. SPECTOR E. SPODOBALSKI G. STARR J. STEWART M. SWARTZ
B.A. B.A. Philadelphia, Pa. B.S.. M.D. Morgantown, B.S.
Philadelphia, Pa. Haddon Heightl, 45,74,81,88 Eait Orange, N. J. W. Va. Arlington, Malt.
47,78 N.J.
49,87
52, 74, 75, 87. 89, 95,
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M.TODHUNTER B. TULLY
I.S. Maplewood, N. J.
Johmtown, Pa. 52, 77, 93, 95
„-,
R. HUNT
Arlington, Malt.
40.61
CARL KLEIN
S. KIETUR
B.A.
B.A. Quteni Village,
Bayonne, N. J. N. Y.
May 8. 1942 41
41.76
A. LaROCCA
B.A.
Philadelphia, Pa.
J.TULLY L. VIGDERMAN
B.A. Philadelphia, Pa.
Moplewood. N. J. 52
52,74,77, 91, 67,6?
S. NATHANS
B.A.
Atlantic City, N. J.
43,78
G. SILL
Allentown. Pa.
7i,6l
P. WALLAT
I.S.
Arlington, N. J.
SENIOR CLASS
£1 fT> Cl
J.AIKEN N. ARENDS
B.S. Highland Park
Cleveland, Ohio Mich.
«, 83, 84. 85. 93 54.75,81,82
M. BACHES
B.A.
Trenton, N. J.
54
W. BLACKSMITH D.BOND
B.S. B.A.
Mechanicsburg, Pa. Upper Darby, Pa.
54, 75, 81 54. 78, 84. Be
A. BOWDLE S. BRADFORD P. BRAMMICK
B.S., M.A. Philadelphia, Pa. Philadelphia, Pa.
Dover, Del. 55, 75, 81 55. 78
55. 82, 84
J. CALDER
B.S.
Moplewood, N. J.
55, 74, 81, 82. 83, 84.
85
R.CONOVER A. CORBIN G. COURT N. COURT
Trenton, N. J. B.A. Glen Head, L. I., Glen Head, L.
54, 7?, 82, 85, 87 Brofton, W. Va. N. Y. N. Y.
54, 7? 54, 77, 82, 84, 87 54, 79, 80, 87
R. DENISE F. DONOHUE S. DORMAN
Springfield, Ohio Jenkintown, Pa. B.A.
54, 77, 60, 62 t, 42, 77, 64, 84. 1 15 Philadelphia, Pa.
45,78
O.EVANS
B.S.
Woyneiboro, Pa.
59
S. FISCHER
B.S.
Philadelphia, Pa.
59, 83. 84
D
E. FLOM E. FREEDMAN J. FUREY
B.S. B.A. Philadelphia, Pa.
Horriiburg, Pa. Philadelphia, Pa. 57, 77, 82, 84, 84, 87
57, 78 57. 78
H. GINSER A. GLASS
Philadelphia, Pa. B.A.
57, 78, 83, 84, 86 Delair, N. J.
57, 78, 67
R. GOLDMAN
Utico. N.Y.
57, 74, 78, 65, 84, 87,
BS
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K A. GUBERMAN J. HEYMAN
B.A. Brooklyn, N. Y.
Newark, N. J. 40, 76, 87
40, 78, 85. 84, 87
R. HIESTAND
B.S.
Loncoiter, Pa.
40,77, 81,82,84
W. HOLBROOK E. HOLROYD K. KECHIJIAN J. KELCH C. KIRK
B.A. Dreiel Hill, Pa. B.S. Baldwin, N. Y. Horriiburg, Pa.
Randolph. Man. 40,74,75,83,84,85 Providence, R. I. 41,74,75,63,65,84. 41,77
40, 74, 85 83, 84 87, 88
i jL -&
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A. KRAWCZUK
Slickville, Pa.
V. KREUNER
B.S.
Flushing, N. Y.
69, 79, 87
B. LoBOVE J. LEGNOSKY 6. MASSAD A. MAZERSKI c. Mcdonald R. MERTENS
B.A. B.A. Akron, Ohio B.A. Damville, N. Y. Delmar, N. Y.
Haddonfield, N. J. Newark, N. J. 54, 75, 83, 84 Philadelphia, Pa. 62,81,83,85,87 63, 87, 93
62, 76. 84 62 62,75
A. MESEROLE
New York, N.Y.
63. 77, 82, 87, 88
kit
M. RUDNER
B.S.
Detroit, Mich.
54, 78, 84, 85, 86, I
F. MILLER J. K. MILLER H. MOSKOW D. NEIN H. NOLF C. NORTON H.ROBBINS
Philadelphia. Pa. Harriiburg, Pa. B.A. Lancaster, Pa. Brackenridge, Pa. Trenton, N. J. B.S.
63,75 63, 84, 88 Philadelphia, Pa.
63
63,77 65, 74, 77. 81, 83, 85.
88
65, 74, 77, 85, 87 Scranton, Pa.
65,78
fW** Ar*\ jp^"%
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1. SACKS L. SMEYNE R. STANCLIFFE V. STEELE N. TRETTA H.WEINBERG A. WEINER
B.S. Lebanon, Pa. Erie, Pa. Haileton, Pa. B.S. Camden, N. J. Philadelphia, Pa
Carbondale, Pa. 72, 78, 83, 84, 86 72.81,84 72,79 Philadelphia, Pa. 67,78 67,78
65 67, 83, 84, 88
M.ALVARADO S. BRINT W. COLFER A. FEINSTEIN
Aguiore, P. R. Philadelphia, Pa. Roway'on, Pa. Philadelphia, fa.
54,81,82 55.78,84 55,77,80,84 59,74,78,83,84,86
P. WOLFENSTEIN D.YOCUM
Brooklyn, N. Y. Lebanon, Pa.
67. 78. 87 69, 84
G.ZINK L. ZLOTKIN
Dreiel Hill, Pa. B.S.
71,81 Freehold. N. J.
71,78,82,83,85,87
E. FLIEGALMAN B.GOODMAN N.GORDON
B.S. Ardmore, Pa. B.S.
Philadelphia, Pa. 57, 79 Harrisburg, Pa.
59, 74, 78, 80, 83, 84, 60, 78
86
N. LEVIN
B.A.
Philadelphia, Pa.
61,78,84, 86
A. LUKAS
B.S.
Clifton, N.J.
76
N. PARKER
B.A.
Hcrtsdale, N.Y.
65, 76, 81, 86
E. SARAMA
BS.
Philadelphia, Pa.
72
L. SIMON
D'troit, Mich.
72, 83, 84, 85, 86
J. SINNETT
Greenwich, Conn.
72, 76, 81, 82,85, 86
E. SULLIVAN
Hartford, Conn.
S. TROPEA
Delair, N.J.
61,76,83,84
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NURSES PRE-CLINICAL
M
52.
S. ARBESAST J. BE6CHER
Polmyra, Pa. Wrightsville, Pa
9? 99
H. BURKHOLDER J. CHADWICK D. ESHLEMAN R. FARLOW L. GREVE
Lititz, Pa. Bronx, N. Y. Florin, Pa. Co'lingswood, N. J. Norristown, Pa.
99 101 99 100, lit 101
ppm
C. GROVER S. LUMSDEN G.NELSON H.OSTE°.HElDT E. PRINCE
Toms River, N. J. Falmouth, Maine Monson, Maine Collingdale, Pa. Hatboro, Pa.
100 99 103 100 101
D.SNYDER B.SPINK
Willow Grove, Pa. Honeybroox, Pa.
100 101
INTERMEDIATE
I.CROSSETT D. FIREHACK J.FORD H.MILLER R. RICHMAN H. RUBINKAM
Chester, Pa. Ridgewood, N. J. Fair Haven, N. J. Pclmyra, Pa. Pitman, N. J. Jamison, Pa.
S 102. 116 107 104. 116 103 105
D. SCHWARTZ
Philadelphia, Pa.
107, IIS
SENIOR
B. 8ENDALL R. BRtHM
Philadelphia, Pa. Springfie'd, Pa.
109, 114 95, III, 112, 114
F. CHARLET L. COVERT H. GONDER K. JOHNSON C. LOOSELY J. ODANIEL
<ewanee, III. Norwood, Pa. Lititi, Pa. Woodstown, N. J. Ardmore, Pa. Philadelphia, Pa
113 112 110 113 109
E. ABRAMS E. BLOCKSON C.BROWN J. HARTMAN
Indian Mills, N. J. Ridley Park, Pa. Chester. Pa. Collingdale, Pa.
107,114 108 102 108
H. HARTZELL J. HEEBNER J. NOLT V.SMITH
Nu Mine, Pa. Souderlon, Pa. Columbia, Pa. Worren, Pa.
103 104 106 108
"M.PONTZ D.SCHUMANN A. SHANK G. SPONGA
Lancaster, Pa. Philadelphia, Pa. Columbio, Pa. Lansdowne, Pa.
IM.II2 113 III, 112, 114, Hi 113
E.TURNER E.WRIGHT
Williamsport, Pa. Philadelphia, Pa.
102 106
PATRONS
Dr. Antonio Abeyta Mr. John G Keck
Dr. Beryl Arbuckle Dr. Harman Y. Kiser
Dr. Ralph P. Baker Dr. Herman Kohn
Dr. Harold D. Bruner Dr. J. Ernest Leuzinger
Dr. William Baldwin, Jr. Dr. Paul T. Lloyd
Dr. William Barnhurst Dr. Wilbur P. Lutz
Dr. Harry E. Binder Dr. D. S. B. Pennock
Dr. Angus G. Cathie Dr. Munro Purse
Dr. Edwin H. Cressman Dr. Joseph F. Py
Dr. William F. Daiber Dr. Earl F. Riceman
Dr. Edward G. Drew Dr. Joseph L. Root
Dr. Herbert V. Durkee Dr. George S. Rothmeyer
Dr. James M. Eaton Miss Lilliam Rubinkam, R.N.
Dr. John Eimerbrink Mr. Louis G. Schacterle
Dr. Lester Eisenberg Dr. Francis J. Smith
Dr. Helen Ellis Dr. J. Francis Smith
Mr. Russell C. Erb Dr. C. Haddon Soden
Dr. H. Walter Evans
Dr. H. Willard Sterrett
Dr. Ralph Fischer
Dr. Arthur M. Flack, Jr.
Dr. Dewaine Gedney
Dr. Carlton Street
Mr. Albert J. Taylor
Dr. Ruth E. Tinley
Dr. Leo C. Wagner
Dr. George Guest
Dr. William C. Weisbecker
Dr. Francis E. Gruber
Dr. Kenneth L. Wheeler
Dr. Edgar O. Holden Dr. Robert Whinney
Dr. Raymond Juni Dr. Galen Young
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VENTURI
ALIDA NEIGE, N.D.
Cabinet Vapor Baths
FRUIT AND PRODUCE Massage and High Colonic
20 16 Sansom St. Phila.. Pa.
I.lARket 3400
PEN. 8576
HENRY SAUR CO., Inc.
Manufacturers of COMPLIMENTS OF THE
SURGICAL BANDAGES
ORTHOPAEDIC APPLIANCES
Abdominal Belts, Artificial Limbs, Trusses,
Hospital Clothing Company
Elastic Hosiery, Crutches, Etc.
515-517 N. Eighth Street Phila., Pa.
1107 Walnut Street Philadelphia, Pa.
Easton Road
LINEN SERVICE CO. The Ivy Hill Cemetery
1024 S. 52nd Street Mount Airy Philadelphia
PHILADELPHIA Established 1867
Telephone: Chestnut Hill 0295
COMPLIMENTS OF
Compliments of
JOHN G. KECK
PENNSYLVANIA LAUNDRY
1G22 N. Broad Street
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ONE GRADE OF MILK ONLY
QUALITY DAIRY PRODUCTS
Since 1898
BARing 7152
L. B. LONGAKER, Inc.
Apothecary Shop
3937 Walnut Street
PHILADELPHIA
We distribute:
• Abbott's Arsenicals
• Abbott's Hypodermoclysis and Venoclysis
• Arlington Antigens
• Decton, Dickinson Co.
• Brean Ampules and Specialties
• Reed & Carnick Hormone Products
• Crook's Calloids
• Endo Ampules and Specialties
• Holland-Rantos
• Johnson and Johnson
• Lederle Biologicals and Specialties
• Lilly's Undenatured Bacterial Antigens
• Mulford Calloids
• National Drug Co. Ampules and Biologicals
• Pessaries—hard—soft—inflated
• Roche-Organon Hormone Products
• Surgical Blades
• Stethoscopes
ELASTIC
Stockings — Braces — Supports
Bandages — Knee Caps — Anklets
MILNER'S PHARMACY
Physicians' Supplies
4400 CHESTNUT ST. EVE. 4400
i^onarahilatlon5 !
TO YOU WHO ARE
THE FUTURE OF YOUR PROFESSION
and particularly to the Graduating Class of '42
—
our sincere compliments.
During the coming years of your practice, may the
ANABOLIC vitamin products for oral administra-
tion help you solve your nutritional problems.
Information on the latest developments in the field
of Nutrition will be sent you regularly with our
compliments if you will let us know your mailing
address.
ANABOLIC FOODS, INC.
1476 Broadway New York, New York
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Surgical Instruments • Office Equipment
EVERYTHING FOR THE DOCTOR OR NURSE
The Physicians Supply Co. of Phila.
1513 - 1515 Spruce Street
FINNAREN & HALEY, Inc.
MANUFACTURERS AND RETAILERS
60th and THOMPSON STS. 24 NORTH 52nd ST.
Tri. 6150—West 1982 She. 8814—West 3933
5629 CHESTER AVE. 4665-67 FRANKFORD AVE.
Sar. 1805—West 4911 Del. 2233—East 8901
D A L S I M E R
1211 Chestnut Street
CLINIC SHOES FOR NURSES
" Tis a Feat to Fit Feet"
SHErwced 9509
COLONIAL FLOWER SHOP, INC.
WHOLESALE & RETAIL
FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
N.W. cor. 52nd & SPRUCE STS. PHILADELPHIA
LOMbard 9328—9327—0982 MAIN 5105
DEL-MAR HOTEL SUPPLY CO.
MEATS & PROVISIONS
Catering Exclusively to the
HOTEL & RESTAURANT TRADE
8 So. Water Street Philadelphia, Pa.
Compliments of
Elliott-Lewis Elec. Co., Inc.
1017-19-21 RACE STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
Monarch Hardware Co.
4504 Walnut Street
IANITOR — ELECTRICAL — PLUMBING SUPPLIES
RADIO SALES AND SERVICE
EVE. 8364
BAR. 8625
HALINKER'S TAVERN
4511 Baltimore Avenue
The Modern Rendezvous Where New and
Old Friends Meet
Compliments of
P. F. C.
Compliments of
A FRIEND
MILLER, BAIN, BEYER CO.
1025 Arch Street
BED LINENS. TABLE LINENS, BLANKETS,
GAUZE
AMSTERDAM BROTHERS
274 So. 20th Street
Manufacturers and Fitters of
TRUSSES - BELTS - ELASTIC HOSIERY
BRACES - ARCHES
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Several unusually desirable suites
are now available.
Write for illustrated Brochure and
floor plans.
RITTENHOUSE SQUARE
ARTHUR T. MURRAY, Managing Director
SHErwood 1449
DAVID GREENBERG
218 So. 52nd Street
Diamonds — Watches — Jewelry
Convenient Credit Terms
Established 30 Years — Same Location
EXPERT WATCH, CLOCK and
JEWELRY REPAIRING
LOMbard 5914-15
B. REIBSTEIN
MEMORIALS
Office: 425-27 S. SIXTH STREET
Show Rooms
Sixth & Lombard Sts., Har Nebo Cemetery
Since 1895
COMPLIMENTS
of
The Orthopaedic
Shoe Shop
REAL ESTATE TRUST BLDG.
Suite 635-36-37-38-39-40-41-42
Phone
: KINgsley 0288 Philadelphia, Pa.
OXYGEN
NITROUS OXIDE
HYDROGEN
ETHYLENE
CARBON DIOXIDE
HELIUM
Medicinal Oxygen Company
of Philadelphia, Inc.
OXYGEN TENT RENTAL SERVICE
1614 Summer Street Philadelphia
RITtenhouse 0497
3 Big Improvements
in
HERE at last are elastic
stockings you won't mind
wearing. They are so sheer
they look like fine silk hose,
and can be worn unnoticed.
And the lighter Lastex yarns
give you cool comfort, yet
you get full support, too. And
they can be washed frequently
without losing _=
their shape. Ask |f|
y our doctor
\
'
Black Elastic
Stockings.
ABDOMINAL BELTS — ELASTIC HOSIERY
TRUSSES — ARCHES
BROWN'S SURGICAL CO.
Manutacturers and Fitters of
Surgical and Orthopedic Appliances
LADY ATTENDANTS
ALL. 4155 Open Evenings
280 So. 60th Street Philadelphia, Pa.
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cMEZEY'S
208 South 45th Street
Ladies' — Men's — Children's Wear
Nurses' Uniforms and Accessories
Lingerie — Underthings — Girdles
Open Evenings Phone: EVE. 1365
MARTIN MEDICAL SUPPLY CO.
604 So. 52nd Street Philadelphia
X-Ray — Physio-Therapy — Medical Equipment
Trusses — Abdominal Belts — Elastic Stockings
Distributors for
MAJESTIC Short-Wave Apparatus — Therm-Flo
Ask for Demons/ration
MARTIN A. KRONGOLD, Pres. GRAnite 8317
TO HELP YOU DO IN "42
This Organization . . . with its large trained staff of
experts who can stay on the job . - . pledges itself to
give you the same high standards of excellence and
SDeed as ever - . . throughout 1942.
WOODINGTON MAIL ADVERTISING
SERVICE
1617 Pennsylvania Boulevard Philadelphia
RIT. 1840-41-42 RACE 4761-62
ELKINS
Prescription Specialists
S.E. cor. 47th & Walnut Sis. Philadelphia, Pa.
Let Us Supply Doctors and Nurses
GRAnite 5370
COMPLIMENTS. OF
LOCUST CAFE
45th & Locust Streets
RIT. 4545
DOYLE & BOWERS
OPTICIANS
"The Fitting Makes a Difference"
125 South 18th Street Philadelphia
GRAnite 7482
Jewelry and Watches Repaired
Hamilton and Elgin Watches
C. EDW. BEST
/ E W E L E R
619 S. 52nd Street West Philadelphia
Ellen T. McLaughlin
4831 Baltimore Avenue
YARNS, HOSIERY & GREETING CARDS
ALL. 5690
THE CAMERA SHOP
PHOTOGRAPHIC SUPPLIES
113 South 52nd Street Philadelphia, Pa.
G. EMIL GEFVERT
Manufacturers of
Surgical and Orthopedic Appliances
241 N. 17th STREET PHILADELPHIA
EMMA E. ALBRIGHT
Massage
Expert Treatment tor Discriminating Clientele
HOURS: 10-7
1924 Chestnut Street
RITtenhouse 4390 SUITE 3 A
ALL. 4100
Miller's Flower Shop
FLOWERS TELEGRAPHED
N.E. cor. 52nd & Locust Sts. Philadelphia
Max Miller
STORAGE - WASHING - GREASING
ADMIRAL GARAGE
4734 Baltimore Ave. Philadelphia, Penna.
Bell: BARing 9873
LEWIS R. CRLPPS, Mgr. Keystone: West 4514
Eyesight Specialist Dispensing Optician
DR. A. C. LEUPOLD
OPTOMETRIST
4822 Baltimore Ave. PHILA., PA.
Office Hours: 9:30 A.M. to 9:00 P.M.
Tuesday and Thursday—9: 30 to 5:30
Telephone: BARing 2388
SAYRA DRAPE SHOP
CUSTOM MILLINERY
107 South 60th Street
HATS MADE OF OWN MATERIAL
Phone: GRAnite 9239
WALTON RESTAURANT
Harry Painter, Caterer
BANQUET HALL
CATERING FOR ALL OCCASIONS
401 SOUTH 60th ST. Philadelphia, Pa.
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KINgsley 9746
DRESS-ETERIA HOUSE
1336 WALNUT STREET PHILADELPHIA, PA.
One ol America's Largest Sample and Cancellation
Dress Shops
Paramount Poultry Company
DELAWARE AVENUE and MIFFLIN STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Phones: GRA. 9224 — BAR. 9534 — GRA. 9683
EXCELLENT FOODS
The Brown Jug, Inc.
4614-18 Market Street
134 So. 45th Street
4728 Chestnut Street
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
S. BOLDER & CO.
Manutacturer's Sewing Machines
and Electric Motors
826 Arch Street
Philadelphia
Once a Friend Always a Friend
to Our Friends
PAUL HARTUNG
1513 ARCH STREET
HANSON HOUSE
4824 SPRUCE STREET
GRAnite 9575
SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS
WE MAKE AND SELL AT RETAIL
Instruments for general surgery, ear, nose, and
throat, bronchoscopy, neurosurgery, diagnosis,
and all hospital and physicians' supplies.
Pilling-Made Instruments Cost No More
Than Good Instruments Should
George P. Pilling & Son Co.
ARCH & 23rd STREETS PHILADELPHIA, PA.
YOUR SURGICAL STORE
INVITES YOU TO SEE THE LATEST IN
MEDICAL EQUIPMENT
SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS
SHORT-WAVE APPARATUS
ULTRA-VIOLET LAMPS
BASAL METABOLORS
ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHS
FLUOROSCOPES
X-RAY APPARATUS
MICROSCOPES
LABORATORY EQUIPMENT
All on Display in Philadelphia's Most Beautifully Appointed Showrooms
at
J. BEEBER COMPANY
1109 Walnut Street
Philadelphia, Pa.
Kingsley 0646
838 Broadway
New York City
Algonquin 4-3410
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Compliments ot
POWERS & REYNOLDS
45th & SPRUCE STREETS
PHILADELPHIA
Compliments ot
HULTZMAN'S FURS
SHErwood 9770
ROSE BEAUTY SALON
4814 SPRUCE STREET
PHILADELPHIA
Compliments ot
C. W. REYNOLDS & SON
4510 BALTIMORE AVENUE
Compliments ot
E. A. WRIGHT COMPANY
Compliments ol
BARNWELL BROTHERS
WHITAKER AND LUZERNE STREETS
BERLIN'S 5 & 10
4820-22 SPRUCE STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Compliments of
Church Printing and Envelope Co.
3640 MARKET STREET
Compliments ot the
Gassner-Dougherty Co.
Compliments of
H. F. Krogh 5c & 10c Store
PHILA., PA. WEST 3106
Compliments ot
PRESTON'S BARBER SHOP
4702 BALTIMORE AVENUE
PHILADELPHIA
Compliments of
RUSSELL HOPKINS GLASS CO.
17th AND CALLOWHILL STREETS
Compliments of
GEORGE WETHMAN
105 SOUTH WATER STREET
Compliments of
MARTIN MOSKAT and SONS
4525 RISING SUN AVENUE
JACK KOFFLER
217 S. 52nd STREET
Compliments of
Brotherston Surgical Co.
2214 CHESTNUT STREET
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ARDEN HALL OAK LANE NSNG
MT. AIRY AVE. & McCALLUM ST.
MT. AIRY
Surrounded by old shade trees
51 EAST CLIVEDEN STREET
GERMANTOWN
ETHICAL — RELIABLE — SCIENTIFIC — QUIET — HOMELIKE
CONVALESCENTS — AGED — INVALIDS
MRS. GERTRUDE DALTON } Advisor Oak Lane Nursing Home
For Reservations call CHE 0444 or VIC. 7878
The Hotel Philadelphian
offers complete iacilities for
WEDDINGS & RECEPTIONS
CARD PARTIES - BANQUETS
BUSINESS MEETINGS
All Public Rooms Air-Condifioned
Daniel Crawford, Jr., Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
HOTEL PHILADELPHIAN
39th and Chestnut Streets
UNRESTRICTED DAY AND EVENING PARKING
MALIN - HALL
Our Own Make
CANDY ... ICE CREAM
510-12 S. 52nd Street Phila., Pa.
WEST END
FURNITURE COMPANY
5215-17 Market Street
Reliable Since 1907
"West Philadelphia's Largest Home of Furnifure"
INVEST V/ISELY i
Buy Defense Bonds and Home Furnishings
for Lasting Happiness
CASH OR BUDGET SHE. 1900
Store open Monday, Friday and Saturday evenings
COMPLIMENTS OF
GRAGOR'S, Inc.
52nd and SPRUCE STREETS
HAVE YOU IN MIND A . .
• PRIVATE DINNER
« CARD PARTY
o LODGE FUNCTION
• BUFFET
WEDDING BREAKFAST
BUSINESS GATHERING
DANCE
RECEPTION
We have 5 private banquet halls each tastefully decoratad in a distinctive style
to accommodate from 20 to 500 guests. Personal attention to all details of
menu and service.
Unusually Moderate Rates
STEPHEN GIRARD HOTEL
RITtenhouse 9700
CHESTNUT STREET WEST OF 20th
WILLIAM H. HARNED, Manager
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xCompliments ot
THE ANCHOR
PACKING COMPANY
FOUNTAIN PENS
Parker — Sheafier — Waterman — Eversharp
Esterbrook
Our big stock plus our expert knowledge assures
your sa/is/ac(ion
DIECKHAUS STATIONERS
52nd below Walnut
Phone: SHE. 9986
GARDEN COURT RESTAURANT
West Philadelphia's Most Distinguished
Dining Room and Cozktail Bar
47th and PINE STREETS
BARING 6830 LENDING LIBRARY
DAVID'S CARD SHOP
Easter Cards • Religious Articles
Stationery
812 S. 47th Street
Phone: SHE. 2700 Manicuring
GARDEN COURT PLAZA BARBER SHOP
"FOUR SKILLED BARBERS"
"A SPOTLESS SHOP"
S. N. CALLA, Prop. 4711 PINE ST.
SEE
PINKSTONE
The Jeweler
142 S. 52nd Street
FOR WATCH REPAIRS
Jewelers Since 1872
Compliments ot
GARDEN COURT PLAZA GARAGE
4719 Pine Street Philadelphia, Pa.
LOUIS YELLIN, INC.
BELTS - TRUSSES - ELASTIC SUPPORTS
825 E. Allegheny Ave. 259 S. 18th St.
Phone: PENnypacker 9484 Res.: Tacony 1896-1
CHARLES MURPHY, O.D.
Practice Pertaining to Eye Only
202 S. 11th Street Philadelphia
EXPERT WATCH - JEWELRY REPAIRING - ENGRAVING
JOHN McCORMICK
JEWELER — WATCHMAKER
OLD GOLD BOUGHT
810 So. 47th Street Philadelphia, Pa.
Phone: BAR. 7870
SHErwood 9830 Free Delivery
PAUL'S DELICATESSEN
4802-04 SPRUCE STREET PHILADELPHIA, PA.
ELLICK'S FISH & SEA FOOD
COOKED SEA FOOD OUR SPECIALTY
Sea Food Platter Served in Our New Booths
Prompt Delivery
Tel.: ALL. 4211
4806 SPRUCE STREET PHILADELPHIA, PA.
G. E. — ZENITH — R. C. A. — PHILCO — EMERSON
RADIOS — RADIO REPAIRS — LAMPS AND GIFTS
ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING Established 1919
SPOKAS ELECTRIC
5021 Baltimore Avenue
ELECTROLUX GAS REFRIGERATORS
GAS RANGES — WATER HEATERS — OIL HEAT
ELECTRIC REFIGERATION — GAS HEAT
Phone: ALL. 5067
FROM
A FRIEND
Compliments ot
DR. R. LOWELL HENRY
OPTOMETRIST
203 S. 52nd St. (52nd & Y/alnut Sts.)
SHErwood 4508
ANNETTE'S
A Full Line ot
LADIES' LINGERIE — HOSIERY — SPORTS WEAR
BAGS — GLOVES — GIRDLES, ETC.
207 So. 45th Street
EVE. 0640
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SUPERFLUOUS HAIR
SKILLFULLY REMOVED
xggjv From Face. Arms, Legs
'/wis*, or Any Part of the Body
PBij^S] No Electric Needle. No X-Ray
/it VTT vJ Endorsed by Phila. Surgeon
^tLVJUl DR. MARGARET RUPPERT
lltfl:<ll'V Suite 802— Real Estate Tr. Bldg.'""""-"
s. E. tor . Bro.nl & Chestnut
KINgsley 0180
,
LEEDS' RESTAURANT
AIR - CONDITIONED
North American Building
Broad and Sansom Streets
The Hoover & Smith Company
726 Chestnut Street
THE MAKER OF YOUR
GRADUATING PINS
COMPLIMENTS
CARDONE AUTO PARTS
USED CARS BOUGHT, SOLD AND EXCHANGED
PARTS & TIRES FOR ALL MAKE CARS
S. E. Corner Broad St. & Packer Ave.
DEWey 9318 Res.: DEWey 4940
Compiimenfs
Pennsylvania Title Insurance Co.
PHILADELPHIA
ALLegheny 2477 Open Evenings
B. SIMON
JEWELER
FINE WATCH, CLOCK, OPTICAL
REPAIRING
269 South 60th St. Philadelphia, Pa.
Lunch 12 to 2 — Dinner 5 to 8:30 — Sunday 1 to 8:30
Other Dinners 60c - 65c - 75c
Catering Wedding Breakfasts & Banquets
Glademore Dining Room
BEST 50c DINNERS IN TOWN
48th Street between Walnut and Locust
GRAnite 9723 BETTY FRANCISCUS
RICHARD YOUNG
PHYSICIANS' AND HOSPITAL SUPPLIES
Surgicai Instruments of Quality
214 N. 15th Street Philadelphia
When You Buy—No Matter How Small—
GIVE RUBIN A CALL
ALLegheny 4464 SHErwood 9820
RUBINS PHARMACY
48th & Walnut Streets
Flowers Are Gracious Way to
Repay Hospitality or Say "Thank You"
GRACEY THE FLORIST
227 S. 45th Street, at Locust BAR. 3381
WEBSTER CLEANERS
715 S. 52nd Street
French Dry Cleaning Repairing and Alterations
Shirt Collars Turned, 10c Laundry, Men's Shirts, 12c
Pennsylvania Orthopedic Appliance
and Specialty Company
49 North 52nd Street
DR. H. F. FINDEISON
Philadelphia, Pa.
SHE. 8744
BEAUTIFUL WALL MIRRORS FOR HOMES
Manufactured and Installed to Your Order by
Philadelphia's Leading Mirror Manufacturer
M. KRAKOVITZ & SONS CO.
1322 Washington Avenue
48 YEARS OF SERVICE AND DEPENDABILITY
DEWey 8600 Call /or Estimate MAIN 2301
GALLAGHER'S MARKET
4506 WALNUT
Free Delivery
COMPLIMENTS
of
A FRIEND
DRESSMAKING
ALTERATIONS - REMODELING
Dresses Re-Styled, from $1
Hems, 50c
Coats Shortened, $1.50
Dresses. Coats & Suits Made
Mrs. Peters
1418 Walnut St. Bellevue Court Bidg.
Evenings by Appointment — Sherwood 6824
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UNWANTED HAIR
Removed Forever,
by Electrolysis '-
VERY SPECIAL RATES
Free Advic€^Consult
Frances Savarese
1418 WALNUT K!N. C377
HAROLD JOHNSON
DE LUXE DINNER
4808 CHESTNUT STREET
Air-Condifioned Diner
Good Food Is Good Health 24 Hour Service
PAYMASTER SERVICE
21 NORTH 52nd STREET
Checks Cashed
Money Orders
Notary Public
9 A.M. to 9 P.M.
Bell Phone: ALLegheny 6076
HARRY T. BAXTER CO.
REAL ESTATE • INSURANCE
5000 Baltimore Avenue Philadelphia
"UNFALTERING SERVICE"
KESTER'S FUNERAL HOME
CHAS. L. KESTER, Director
609-11 E. Allegheny Avenue
Air-Condifioned Parlor
EVE. 6180
PINE RADIO SERVICE
Official Radio Repair Headquarters
All Makes — Sales and Service
44th & Spruce Sts. Philadelphia
SHE. 3686
EXCELLENT FOOD
ANNA CONTESTABILE
REAL ITALIAN SPAGHETTI DINNER
RAVIOLI
Specializing in American and Italian Food
5212 WALNUT STREET PHILADELPHIA, PA.
LINGERIE
HOSIERY
INFANTS'
WEAR
BERKSHIRE HOSIERY
ANNE'S SHOP
814 South 47th Street Philadelphia
ANNE CUMMINGS, Prop.
WEST SPRUCE PHARMACY
Supplies for Osteopathic Physicians
SPRUCE STREET at FORTY-EIGHTH
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Telephone: GRAnite 7100 Delivery Service
Phone: EVE. 2050
ELFRED'S CANDIES
OWN MAKE
A Full Line of Quality Confections
257 SOUTH 45th STREET
ALLEgheny 4545 WEST 5169
LINOLEUM - BEDDING - CLOTHING - JEWELRY
WM. J. SUTLAND
Electrical Appliances - Furniture . Carpets
4730 CHESTNUT STREET
WALnut 3662 RACE 2302
JOSEPH RICHTER
SURGICAL FITTER
2nd Floor N.W. Cor. 9th & Filbert Sts.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Compliments
of
ATLAS IRON & STEEL CO.
1522 N. DELAWARE AVE.
REG. 0890 MICHAEL DONNELLY, Prop.
Compliments of
WARNER D. CURRY
Business Representative
PHILADELPHIA PHOTO-ENGRAVERS
UNION No. 7
KIMMELMAN'S MARKET
GROCERIES AND PROVISIONS
FANCY FRUITS
Bell Phone: BAR. 9669 Fraternities Supplied
S. E. Cor. 38th & SPRUCE STREETS
Specializing in
MACHINE AND MACHINELESS PERMANENTS
PARKER HERBEX SCALP TREATMENTS
For Personal Attention and Advice, Call EVErgreen 6547
Isabelle's Beauty Shop
4430 LOCUST STREET
GRACE and ISABELLE, Operators
Hours 9 till 9, except Wed., Close at 1
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PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE
OF OSTEOPTHAY
Fiftieth Anniversary
1892 1942
Selective Admission of Students
P. C. O. is mobilized for the duration. All our men,
our women, our resources are out to help win abso-
lute victory. This our pledge to Osteopathy and to
America.
Applications for admission are now being received.
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DRINK MILK FROM
GLASS BOTTLES
GLASS BOTTLE BLOWERS
ASSOCIATION
Compliments of
E. J. SPANGLER CO.
Compliments of
SMITH DRUM & CO.
Compliments of
MR. J. McENERY
1328 Chestnut Street
Philadelphia
Compliments
of a
FRIEND
ARTHUR G. ABRAHAMS
owe r$
SAR. 5200
WEST 2420
Deiivery Anywhere
Flowers Telegraphed
Decorations
Funeral Designs
Comp/imenfs of
WOOD-STRETCH & CO.
Painfers and Decorators
2039 Arch Street
Philadelphia
Compliments
MICHAEL GOLDENBURG
58th AND MARKET STREETS
Compiimenfs of
SMITH DRUM CO.
ALLEGHENY AVE. AND 5th STREET
Notary Public and Real Estate
WILLIAM V. ROWAN, Inc.
4606 Walnut Street
BAR. 2996
GREYHOUND DEPOT AND AIRLINE TICKETS
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Suppose, Mr. Editor, when you settled down on your yearbook you discovered that you
had on your staff four cracker-jack artists who had designed hundreds of leading
books, several experienced layout men, a seasoned yearbook expert who was qualified
to discuss your ideas and problems with you, several people who knew the ins and outs
of engraving, printing, and offset—would you produce an outstanding yearbook?
What could stop you?
Cease dreaming and see CAMPUS which has all the above assets. They are specialists
with the background of wide yearbook experience and equipped in every way to assist
you and your staff produce an outstanding book.
cflmpus PUBLisHinG compflnv, inc.
1316 ARCH STREET • PHILADELPHIA, PA.
PRINTING • ENGRAVING • OFFSET • ART SERVICE
hIn Memoriam
CARL KLEIN, B.A.
MAY 8, 1942
*
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